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The road to Omaha starts in SD

AS to over
haul student
government
RACHEL HORGAN
STAFF WRITFR

gency attention but was
soon after declared dead at
a nearby hospital.
The accident raised
concerns over the track's
design and the athletes'
safety. The outer wall
responsible for keeping
lugers inside the track
has been raised since the

Today
Associated
Students will present the
senate with their proposed
revision for the AS gov
ernmental structure. They
have until March 4, when
the senate will vote, to ex
plain the proposed changes
and gain the support of the
representatives.
To prepare for voting,
AS has worked on explain
ing the proposed changes
and gaining support of the
student body.
Last spring AS hired
a group of consultants to
evaluate the effectiveness
of USD's student govern
ment structure. A Review
committee was then created
to work with the AS execu
tive board and advisors to
use the feedback and form
the proposed structural
changes.
"It started out with
about 20 people on the
Review Committee, but
ended up being about eight
of us in the end," said Jill
Ferguson, a sophomore on
the committee.
According to the AS
website there are four major
aspects of the restructuring:
separating AS from the
programming board, senate
seats based on academic and

See OLYMPICS, Page 2

See AS, Page 3
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At Bat

With a strong core of upperclassmen returning, including WCC player of the year James Meador and a stable of great pitchers led
by sophmore sensation Sammy Solis, the Toreros have one of their strongest teams in recent memory. After last year's dissapointing season,
the Toreros have their eyes set on the College World Series in Omaha this year. See page 14 for full story.

Opening of the Winter Olympics gets off to a slick start
ANDRES BARRAZA

GUEST WRITER

The torch was lit this
past Friday in Vancouver,
commencing the 2010
Winter Olympics. Canada,
hosting the winter games
for a second time, is the set
ting for what has become a
joyous and tragic event.
The United States has

already struck gold early
in Freestyle Skiing during
Saturday's first round of
competition.
Hannah
Kearney
earned a Gold for her
performance in women's
moguls, upsetting Cana
dian Jennifer Heil, who was
favored in the event. Until
this past weekend's men's
moguls victory by Alexan

dre Bilodeau, Canada had
yet to take Gold during any
of their past Olympics as
hosts.
Team USA boasts a
216-strong roster of athletes
for these games, includ
ing big names such as San
Diego native snowboarder
Shaun White, figure skater
Johnny Wier, short-track
speed skater Apolo Anton

Oh no and alpine skier
Lindsey Vonn.
The final day of train
ing before the opening
ceremonies, tragedy hit the
Georgian luge team when
athlete Nodar Kumaritashvili lost control of his sled,
causing him to be ejected
from the track at almost 90
mph. Kumaritashvili was
given immediate emer

InterVarsity inspires students to connect faith and business
LINDSAY PRICE

STAFF WRITER

On Saturday morning
in Soloman Hall, 75 stu
dents and business profes
sionals congregated for the
San Diego InterVarsity's
"Unleash Creativity" con
ference.
"This
conference
changed my life. I have a
whole new perspective on
the business and my role
in the world," said Marcie
Wing.
InterVarsity put on
the "Unleash Creativity"
conference to help stu
dents connect the valuable
components of faith and
business, and explain how
the two are interdependent
for success.
The creativity confer

ence also analyzed the
metaphorical "box" that
business culture places
students into. The main
goal of the conference was
to help students break out
of the "box" of deadlines,
supervisors,
pressures,
monotony and meaninglessness to attain the more
intrinsic goal of strength
ening one's faith.
Over five dozen local
San Diego Christian busi
ness leaders were in atten
dance to speak about the
effective equation of faith,
business and success.
Bob Goff, a Univer
sity of San Diego law
alumnus, spoke about the
importance of "thriving
spirituality and influencing
others."
Senior Cassie
w Hoppock said the
speakers
"in
spired me to be

my best self in everything
I undertake."
Another
student
named Erica Hollern en
thusiastically said, "1 took
a ton away and really felt
refreshed and renewed
afterwards. I really felt
inspired to take more of an
initiative."
Scott Schimmel, a
faith and business special
ist, advertised the "Un
leash Creativity" confer
ence with a video on the
InterVarsity website.
In the video, he stated
that unleashing creativity
"helps students to find out
what it means to live a life
of purpose and passion."
Given the large turnout
of InterVarsity's "Unleash
Creativity"
conference,
student Felicia Baldwin
confidently stated, "I can't
wait for the next one. 11 wi11
be too large to fit in Salo
mon Hall, guaranteed."

COURTESY LINDSAY PRICE

USD Law alumnus Bob Goff spoke about thriving in faith and business.
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Word of the Week:

"Flightiquette"
I've become something of a
frequent flyer in the last year and
the experience has opened me to
a strange new set of social rules,
These rules amount to a code I
like to call "flightiquette."
The most important rules
involve seating on the plane. The
longer the flight the more terribly
important it is to adhere to seat
ing flightiquette. Every traveler
should be keenly aware o'f the
seats that should be avoided at
all costs.
The first is the middle seat,
for obvious reasons. Airplanes
are cramped enough without
the additional burden of being
flanked by two strangers whose
sleeping, snoring and drooling
patterns are quite unknown.
I should note here that it is
considered good flightiquette to
allow the wretched middle-seater
both his armrests. It's the kind
thing to do.
Other seats to avoid have
babies near them. Pressure seems
to hqrt their little ears, so they
communicate their pain in a way
that hurts everyone else's.
Speaking of communica
tion, flightiquette often requires
greeting those seated nearby. A
smile is typically sufficient. Brief
conversation might be appropri
ate as well. However, lengthy
conversations should be avoided.
Consider this: if one or both of
you become uncomfortable or
run out of things to say, there is
no place to go. The awkwardness
will hang in the pressurized air
for thousands of miles.
Indeed, there are exceptions
to every rule of flightiquette. My
friend Chelsie and her husband
met on a plane. No doubt they
shared a fantastic conversation
that day. But "love at first flight,"
as they like to call it, is not the
norm. I recommend reading ma
terial to avoid forced talking.
Flightiquette also demands
speedy and courteous movement
for the benefit of passengers who
need to use the restroom. This
means unbuckling those safety
restraints and getting all the way
up and out into the aisle. And try
smiling instead of groaning.
While I'm speaking of restrooms, I'd like to add that there
are a few rules pertaining to the
use of airport restrooms. If space
allows, try to find a stall with one
vacant stall or more on either
side. It's best not to crowd people
who are likely to have saved
urgent business for several hours
on flights. Leaving some space
will ensure a more comfortable
experience for everyone.
Other polite gestures in
clude keeping the iPod volume
at a level inaudible to others, and
adhering to the airline's rules
about carry-ons. There is nothing
worse than having your carry-on
checked because overhead space
is filled.
If you plan to watch a movie,
I hope you'll consider ahy chil
dren nearby. Choose a film ac
cordingly. It sucks enough to be
a restless 9-year-old on a plane
without the horror of seeing Zach
Galifianakis' bare butt.

1779 Natives of Hawaii
murder Captain James
Cook, the English explorer,
during his third visit to the
Pacific island group.

1885 Mark Twain pub

lishes his infamous, "The
Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn."

1950 Walt Disney's ani

1923 In Egypt, English ar

mated feature film "Cinder
ella," which is based on a
fairy tale by the Brothers
Grimm, opens on this day.

chaeologist Howard Carter
enters the sealed burial
chamber of ancient Egyp
tian King Tutankhamen.

1847 Rescuers reach sur
vivors of the Donner Party,
a group of California-bound
emigrants stranded in the
Sierra Nevada Mountains.

1985 In a highly contro
versial vote, the Irish gov
ernment defies the Catholic
Church and approves the
sale of contraceptives.

1904 On this day Giacomo
Puccini's opera "Madame
Butterfly" premieres at the
La Scala theater in Milan,
Italy.

1965 Malcolm X is as

sassinated by rival Black
Muslims while addressing
his Organization of AfroAmeric-an Unity.
Source: History.com

Guitar concert unites kind hearts for Haiti
Guests at event asked to make cash donations to earthquake survivors

LIZ CROSBY
STAFF WRITFR

USD students, faculty and
Linda Vista community members
attended the Benefit Concert for
Haiti: Music for Life in the In
stitute for Peace and Justice. The
proceeds from the concert last
Tuesday went directly to Partners
in Health (PIH) in order to aid
earthquake victims.
The event was presented by
the College of Arts and Sciences,
the Hahn School of Nursing and
Health Science, the Joan B. Kroc
Institute for Peace and Justice,
the Joan B. Kroc School of Peace
Studies, Social Issues Committee,
Students for Fair Trade and Sustainability and University Minis
tryThe main attraction of the
event was a Spanish classical gui
tarist by the name of Pablo Sainz
Villegas. After the introductions
were all voiced he emerged from
between the curtains and descend
ed to the stage wearing a snappy
suit and wielding a simple nylon
string guitar.
After expressing his gratitude
for being invited to such a moving
event, Villegas began playing a
series of pieces from different
countries, like a journey through
the world's various acoustic inlets.
He began with a song from Argen
tina.
Before each song he gave his
brow a quick brush of the forefin
ger with eyes softly closed. Then
he would shake his right hand
in the air and commence. It was
apparent that he had mentally

COURTESY MELISSA LUCAS

Spanish classical guitarist Pablo Sainz Villegas played at the Haiti benefit concert last week.
travelled to another place as the
emotion in his face paralleled the
passion that was emitted from his
guitar.
In between each song Vil
legas would stand up and bow to
the audience, bearing his nylon
string guitar out before him as if
to humbly say, "It isn't me that
should receive the praise, but this
inanimate object."

One song that stood out amidst
the others was a song adapted for
the guitar. It was originally in
tended for a full scale orchestra,
but Villegas naturally was able
to bring it to life with his simple
nylon-stringed guitar.
As a precursor, he told the
audience that the intention of his
work was to try and make time
somehow evolve into space. If it

were at all possible to do so with
such a simple device, Villegas
succeeded.
"Life is about hope and that's
what we're looking for," he said
to the attentive audience near the
conclusion of his musical excur
sion. Before taking his final bow
and leaving the stage he also said,
"Music is a way of connecting
people."

Winter Olympics opening has minor hiccup
OLYMPICS, continued
accident. Competitors have ex
pressed their safety concerns to
the IOC, which has been accused
of pushing for higher-risk sports,
such as freestyle snowboarding.
As for existing events like the
luge, new track designs and equip

ment technology have resulted in
higher speeds on the track, making
the sport more dangerous than
necessary.
The opening ceremonies on
Friday, which drew 32 million
viewers, featured a segment recog
nizing Canada's indigenous popu
lation and its different communi

ties, the traditional introduction of
the participating delegations and
musical performances topped off
by the lighting of the cauldron.
The lighting of the interior caul
dron saw technical difficulties as
one of the five legs that comprised
it failed to rise. The external caul
dron, located on the shore of Van

couver's Coal Harbor, was suc
cessfully lit by Canadian hockey
legend Wayne Gretzky, who
completed the last leg of the relay
on the back of a pick-up truck.
Some complaints have been made
regarding the cauldron, saying the
perimeter fences around it make it
difficult for spectators to see.
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT

FEB 12 - FEB 15
Feb. 12

Feb. 12

Location: LAGUNA HALL

Location: CUYAMACA HALL

At 8:15 p.m. Public Safety responded
At 9:28 p.m. Public Safety responded to
to a report of an intoxicated student. Upon a report of an intoxicated individual unable
investigation, the student was unable to to walk in the Cyamaca courtyard. The
walk on his own, and was determined to student was transported to Detox, where he
be too intoxicated to care for himself. Para was rejected for disrtiptive behavior. SDPD
medics were contacted and transported the was then contacted, and they arrested the
student to the hospital for possible alcohol student for being drunk in public.
poisoning.

Feb. 12

Feb. 15

Feb. 13

Location: CAMINO COURTYARD

Location: SPORTS CTR MAIN BUILDING-MENS LOCKER ROOM

At 1:53 a.m. Resident Assistants cited
five students for disorderly conduct for driv
ing a vehicle in the Camino/Founders Court
yard; one student received an additional
citation for violations of parking rules and
regulations.

At 10:42 a.m. Public Safety responded
to a theft report. A student had left his wallet
unsecured in a locker while working out.
There were no signs of forced entry, and no
other items were reported missing. The stu
dent's USD ID was later found along Linda
Vista Road.

Feb.15

Feb. 14

Feb. 13

Location: SAN LUIS HALL

3

Location: NORTH MISSION BEACH

Location: MISSION PARKING STRUC
TURE

Location: MAIN KIOSK

At 1:04 a.m. Public Safety responded
At 8:15 p.m. Public Safety responded to a to a report of an individual that was passed
report of an intoxicated student. Upon inves out in the back of a cab. The individual was
tigation, the student also admitted to having difficult to wake, and had a strong odor of
taken prescription medication. Paramedics alcohol on his person. The individual was
were contacted and transported the student identified as a student and was voluntarily
to the hospital for further evaluation.
transported to Detox.

At 1:00 a.m. Public Safety responded
to assist SDPD with a student that had been
cited for minor in possession (MIP) and
being drunk in public in Mission Beach.
Upon investigation, the student was deter
mined to be a juvenile, and was released to
the care of Residential Life staff. The student
was able to care for himself.

At 5:24 p.m. Public Safety responded to
a report of a stolen vehicle. A student last
saw her vehicle on 2/9/10, and observed it
missing on 2/12/10, though did not report it
to DPS until 2/15/10. The driver side door
had been left unlocked, and there were no
signs of forced entry.

Student government needs improvement, says AS
AS, continued
and residential constituencies
rather than student organizations,
appointed (not elected) finance
and marketing officers and sub
committees of Student Senate
instead of the Student Issues
Board.
To clarify, student organiza
tions would not have their mem
bers be on the senate, but rather
there would be 7-8 senators who
would be on either the Academic,
Multicultural, Student Organiza
tions or Student Life committee.
"I feel that the restructur
ing does need to happen, as the
senate is mostly concerned with
programming rather than govern
ing the school," said Max Jasper,
president of Phi Kappa Theta.
"But if you're going to truly
represent the students, you have
to represent the student organiza
tions they are in as well."
Vice President of Academics,
Alex Owen, has been presenting
the changes to various organiza
tions this past week.
"Right now we have a weak
senate that does not act as a gov
ernance group and we have not
passed nearly as many proposals
as other universities," Owen said.

After hearing the presenta
tion in IFC, Jasper commented,
"Maybe it wasn't communicated
to senators what their job is, and
it was assumed that AS ran it.
How do we know that just chang
ing the students is going to make
the senate more effective and not
how it is run?"
"By having a representative
from, say, Maher Hall, or School
of Business, we feel we will have
a more powerful and open senate"
Owen said. "Any club will have
a much more effective arena to
voice their concerns."
The current senate will vote
on the proposal on March 4. If
passed, the campus will vote on
March 18. A margin of 67 percent
is neccessary in order for the pro
posal to pass. The Review Com
mittee has been working on this
for the past semester.
"Writing it wasn't too hard
because we had the manual from
the consultants to go off of, but
the bulk of the work is going on
right now, getting the support of
the school because people don't
like change," Ferguson said.
Overprogramming has been
a prevalent issue on this campus
for years. "Programming is going
to be taken on by another board

URZULA MILEWICZ/THEVISTA

Chris Liepman, AS president, was seen promoting the AS restructuring policy at the Spring Alcala
Bazaar last Tuesday.

and be more about quality over
quantity so that AS can focus on
their main purpose of being the li

aison between administration and
the students," Ferguson said.
More information about the

NEWS IN BRIEF

NATALIE NEWMAN
STAFF WRITER

Top Taliban leader captured
The Taliban's top military
leader, Mullah Abdul Ghani Baradar, has been captured, a senior
administration official reported to
CNN on Monday. CNN National
Security Analyst Peter Bergen
called the development a "huge
deal," stating that "this guy... is
the number two political figure in

THE VISTA
Editorial
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Business - 619.206.4714
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the Taliban," second only to the
group's founder, Mullah Muham
mad Omar. Baradar was also a
close colleague of al Qaeda leader
Osama bin Laden leading up to the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
Baradar was captured several
days ago in Karachi, Pakistan, a
senior Pakistani intelligence of
ficial reported to CNN Tuesday.
He was taken into custody during
a secret joint operation between
Pakistani and American intelli
gence forces, the New York Times
reported. Both parties will conduct

interrogations.
Taliban
spokesman
Qari
Yousef Ahmadi denied that Bara
dar has been captured, stating that
Baradar is continuing his opera
tions and remains in Afghanistan.

Indiana Senator won't seek
re-election
Sen. Evan Bayh, D-Ind.,
stated Monday that he will not
seek a third term in the Senate.
This comes as a major blow to
Democrats who are worried about
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losses in' the midterm elections.
"Congress is not operating as it
should," Bayh stated at a news
conference in Indianapolis. He
added that there's too much parti
sanship and "the people's business
is not getting done."
Bayh said that he loves
public service but does "not love
Congress" and is "not motivated
by strident partisanship or ideol
ogy." He referenced the Senate's
recent failure to pass a jobs bill
and to create a deficit reduction
commission as evidence of what

The Vista publication is written and
edited by USD students and funded by
revenues generated by advertising and a
student fee. Advertising material published
is for information purposes only and is not
to be construed as an expressed or implied
endorsement or verification of such com
mercial venues by the staff or University.
The Vista office is located on the fourth
floor of the Student Life Pavilion in room
403B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110

changes can be found at sandiego.
edu/associatedstudents/restructuring.

he described as a broken political
system. Bayh served two terms
in the Senate, during which he
worked across party lines, which
often frustrated liberal Demo
crats.
President Obama released a
statement praising Bayh for devot
ing "his career and his life to serv
ing his fellow Hoosiers." Bayh is
the third Democratic senator to
announce his retirement. Demo
crats will have to defend five open
seats in the midterm elections, and
Republicans will defend six.
The first copies of the newspaper
are complimentary, all copies thereafter
are 25 cents charge.
Opinions expressed in this publica
tion are not necessarily those of The Vista
staff, the University of San Diego or of its
student body.
Letters to the Editor can be submit
ted to The Vista office. Letters should
be limited to 300 words and must be
signed. For identification purposes, USD
identification numbers and writer's year
must be included in the letter. The Vista
reserves the right to edit published letters.
Any content sent to the editor will be con
sidered for publication unless otherwise
stated.
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Spring Alcala Bazaar encourages student involvement
CHRIS HANNEKE

STAFF WRITER
Another Alcala Bazaar is in
the books. The semi-annual event,
which is held at the beginning of
every semester in an attempt to en
courage campus involvement in the
many clubs that the university has
to offer, took place outside of the
University Center on February 9.
The spring bazaar was a bit
different from the fall event, as
the tables for each club were set
up along the sidewalks in front of
the UC, as opposed to up and down
Marion Way as has been the case
in the past.
Still, students were given the
opportunity to walk up and down
and stop by a number of tables in
order to discover more of what
each club has to offer.
Some tables, such as Yerba
Mate tea, are there simply to hand
out samples of their product in
hopes of gaining new customers in
the college students.
For Nick Peterson, president
of the new USD Radio, the bazaar
was also a way of getting his "prod
uct's" name out there. USD Radio
is a new student organization, and
Peterson saw the bazaar as a chance
to let other students know how they
can enjoy it.
"The bazaar is a great way
to wield your network skills and
spread your seed amongst the
Alcala Park population," Peterson
said. "Plus, you can show how
much more elaborate, inspiring and
shiny your promotional materials
are than other clubs."
While one of the most en

Students learn more about the adventure center at the Spring Alcala Bazaar.

joyable aspects for the clubs is
promoting themselves in a festive
manner, it is far from a top priority
at the bazaar. For leaders like the
current President of RHA, Urszula
Milewicz, the bazaar isn't so much

for the benefit of the clubs as it is
for the students.
"Our goal [as RHA] is to gain
as much resident participation as
possible in order to advocate for all
of the residence halls on campus,

and the bazaar is a great way for us
to reach those residents," Milewicz
said. Student involvement brings
the USD community together.
But even if Milewicz's club
isn't what some students are look

JULIAN ANTHONY
MANAGING FDITOR

Dear Jilla
Dear Jilla,
My boyfriend is a terrible drunk.
We have been dating for a long time and
are pretty serious, but it's come to the
point now where I'm wondering whether
I can be with him anymore. Should I just
Let it go, or is this a deal breaker?
Signed,
A Torn Torero

Ditch
the parking headache,
Buy a USD Student Semester Pass & score unlimited
rides on the Bus and Trolley all semester long.
On sale at the UC Ticket Office
January 4 - February 22,2010

Everybody has bad nights where they
might make complete fools out of them
selves, get aggressive, curse excessively,
pee the bed like an adolescent child or say/
do something they didn't mean. Most of
the time these offenses can and should be
forgiven by the friends and partygoers they
affect. The exception to the rule, however,
is your boyfriend.
Nobody likes to party with someone
that is consistently a bad drunk. Whether
they are the emotional type or the type that

ing for, Milewicz said the beauty
of the event is that "hopefully stu
dents will find at least a few things
they are interested in and can
become more actively involved on
campus."

always ends up punching someone in the
face, it gets old fast taking care of someone
who always ends up ruining your night.
People that can't turn off the tears or put
away their fists shouldn't be drinking. It's
that simple.
If you are dating someone like this, the
bad drunk side of your significant other can
be a huge strain in your life. Most of his bad
drunk tendencies will probably fall directly
on your shoulders. You will get the full
brunt of the bad drunk, have to remove him
and yourself from the situation and later
have to apologize out of embarrassment for
his behavior. It might only take a few times
for this to happen before you start thinking
of any excuse possible to not go out with
him, or you stop going out altogether. That
isn't fair to you or any of the people your
boyfriend is pissing off in the process, and
I can almost guarantee that he is also being
disrespectful to you personally. Why put up
with that?
Who we are when we are drunk is not
necessarily us, but it is a part of us, a part
that you will have to deal with for possibly
the rest of your life if you decide to stay
with this person. Ponder a lifetime of deal
ing with the bad drunk for a minute. Doesn't
it just make you want to boot and rally... to
a new boyfriend?

Send what is currently grind
ing your gears or your burning
questions to Jilla at janthony@
usdvista.com.

$147
Valid January 18 - May 31,2010
(includes a $15 USD subsidy)
Limit one pass per student.Student ID required for purchase.

www.sdmts.com

Write for The Vista!
Staff meetings every Wednesday
12:30 in SLP403B
•Improve writing skills and earn units«
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RYAN MULVEY
OPINION FDITOR

France considering ban on burka
Women should be judged by cultural context, not Western expectations

The art of
conversation
Edmund Burke once wrote
that the age of chivalry is long
dead. If, at the turn of the 19th
century, contemporary political
thinkers and leading govern
ment figures thought the glory
of chivalric deeds had been
long lost, then the status of such
a courtly art is not only extinct
in our own age, but entirely
forgotten.
A necessary element of the
age of chivalry, and the civil so
ciety, is that of public discourse.
In ancient Rome, Cicero held
that deliberative oratory and
the art of conversation were
paramount to the health and
pacificity of the body politic.
Conversation models not only
cemented private relationships
between individuals within
society, but expanded out to
fortify societal political con
nections and the maintenance
of polity in governance. The
themes of integrity, prudence,
moderation, decorum, measure
and propriety governed this art.
Cicero even went so far as to
advance rules for good conver
sation, advising, for example, to
not only refrain from interrup
tion, but to be courteous and to
never lose one's temper.
The art of conversation is
dead in our own time. Debates
over such issues as homosexual
marriage, abortion and illegal
immigration, to name but a few,
more often than not result in
nothing but shouting matches
filled with ad hominem attacks
and weak logic. Long gone are
the rules of rhetoric postulated
by the thinkers of antiquity.
Plato and Socrates have been
replaced with an adversarial
model extrapolated from a vi
cious Germanic barbarian heri
tage.
David Hume expressed the
opinion that conversation was
an almost sacred, but also im
provisatory, practice in which
the duty to listen proceeds the
right to speak. Too often, indi
viduals refuse to listen to what
their fellows have to say, simply
casting aside their arguments as
"hate speech" or the ravings of
a bigot. While one should never
hesitate to critically judge the
arguments of another, there re
mains an obligation to give him
the opportunity to express those
beliefs in the theater of social
life.
"Men
are
emotional
beings," wrote Joseph Addision, an 18th century British
essayist, "as well as rational
thinkers." Lest we forget this,
let us be sure to never cease to
take into account the sincerity
of another's beliefs, no matter
how outrageous they might
seem. There is Truth, and we
are all in search of it.
Choosing not to think, not
to regard another as potentially
possessing a more enlightened
notion of the Truth, but simply
casting aside his views as irrel
evant or as an offensive abuse
of "free speech," is the ultimate
immoral act.

ANDRES BARRAZA
STAFF WRITFR

A controversial issue has
come to the forefront in France's
parliamentary debate regarding
whether or not to ban the use
of burkas on French soil. With
more than 5 million Muslim im
migrants, France ranks highest in
Western Europe as far as the size
of its Muslim population. The
problem, though, is that the issue
of the burka has become black
and white, leaving no middle
ground for compromise or cir
cumstantial shades of grey.
This is a difficult topic. The
first draft of my opinion is now in
my computer's trash bin for sev
eral reasons. It is not necessarily
a question of whether the burka
is good or bad, for in my opinion,
they are a sign of the oppression
of women, but whether their use
can also reflect a truly personal
choice. As a student who has
had the opportunity to travel
to France and Morocco, one of
Africa's largest sources of immi
grants to Europe, I have noticed a
pattern in terms of the practice of
Hijab between Muslim men and
women.
Hijab, meaning barrier or
partition in Arabic, is mostly
understood as the practice of
the principles of modesty in Is
lamic culture. It is inclusive of
both behavior and dress. I fully
support those individuals who
choose to dress according to their
customs and beliefs regardless
of the culture. I do not have, and
should not have, any say in the
dress codes of others, whether
they are practicing Muslims or
members of the American Fun

damentalist Church of Latter-Day
Saints (FLDS), an off-shoot of the
Mormon Church. I firmly believe
in individual rights.
What I do have a problem
with is whether these women,
Muslim or FLDS, actually have a
choice in what they wear. And this
is where things get interesting. We
are all products of our environ
ment. If what we were born into
is what we have come to know as
normal, like the idea of wearing a
burka that covers the body from
head to toe, including the face and
even the eyes, then our personal
choices will, more often than not,
follow what we have been cultur
ally and traditionally conditioned
to believe. Does this then mean
that if the norms regarding dress
in a society are written by men for
women to follow, and the culture
has long been in existence, we can
still make the claim that women
are being forced to cover up?
But, let's return to France,
keeping in mind that it is a Westem country with like ideals. The
French listen to rock n' roll, drink,
have casual sex, eat pork and talk
about evolution. In other words,
they live it up. Muslim women
in this environment may have the
choice to partake in these activi
ties, but just because they live in
France doesn't mean they want to
throw away their own traditions.
Indeed, the Western lifestyle of
many French may actually have
an extremely opposite effect,
reinforcing and amplifying the
Muslim lifestyle. This brings us
to the argument that the use of the
burka is one way for Muslims to
find or keep identity in the world.
While in Morocco, my fellow
USD classmates and I noticed that

while all women were mostly
covered, not all were fully hidden
behind a burka. There seemed to
be varying degrees of covering up
that depended on how strict the
individual or family was in regard
to Hijab practices. In both France
and Morocco, however, I noticed
that next to every fully-covered
woman was her husband or brother
in jeans and a t-shirt. Where is the
modesty in that? This double stan
dard reinforces attitudes, includ
ing my own, against full-covering
burkas and the notion that most
Muslim women are afforded a
choice in their apparel.
Perhaps we can give these
traditional Muslim communities
the benefit of the doubt. Let's com-

pare burkas to makeup, dresses
or heels in American culture. We
may think that, as a Western soci
ety, we are free to dress as we like.
In reality, we are often forced into
a norm established by advertisers,
the media and others. We judge
women who refuse to conform
and choose to not wear revealing
clothing.
We cannot judge whetheT a
woman is free or not simply be
cause she covers up. Although I
do not support the use of full-cov
erage burkas, I can acknowledge
that some women may actually
want to dress like that. And if one
is actually being forced to do so,
then it can be taken up with gov
ernment services.

name, Diprivan, propofol is used
as a fast acting anesthetic during
surgical procedures, according to
APP Pharmiceuticals, the- drug's
provider. It is only supposed to
be administered interveneously
by anesthesiologists and intranalists; Murray belongs to neither of
these specialties. He is, in fact,
a cardiologist. His educational
background, however, is definitely
adequate. Having graduated from
Meherry Medical College, he
completed his residency at Loma
Linda University Medical Center
and continued with additional
training at the Mayo Clinic and
the University of Arizona during
the course of a cardiac fellowship.
Before beginning his own private

practice, he worked as the associ
ate director for the interventional
cardiology fellowship training
program at Sharp Memorial Hos
pital in San Diego.
Interventional? Derived from
the same root as the verb, "to inter
vene?" This is sadly ironic. To have
intervened on Michael Jackson's
behalf would have meant denying
him access to propofol and many
other medications. It would have
meant that Murray be continuous
ly present with Jackson during the
administering of any anesthetic or
drug he did allow. Furthermore, it
would have meant being prepared
with emergency equipment to
monitor blood pressure, respira
tion and heart rate. Murray could

not have intervened because, not
only was he not present, but also
he was not in a surgical setting
with all the necessary emergency
equipment. Obviously, he did not
see the importance of taking these
precautions in Jackson's home
where his prescriptions were most
often administered.
The day of Jackson's death, in
the early morning hours, Murray
gave him Valium, lorazepam and
midazolum before administering
propofol. How, as a cardiologist,
could he not have known that the
combination of these drugs, never
mind the potential side effects of
propofol alone, could risk respi
ratory depression leading to car
diac arrest? When Murray "came
back," as he said, to find Jackson
not breathing and with a weak
pulse, he spent 82 minutes trying
to reverse the adverse effects of
propofol. Murray not only ap
plied CPR, but also administered
flumazenil in an attempt to reverse
sedation. This is a clear case of too
little too late.
If propofol is the "smoking
gun" that killed Michael Jack
son, Murray's negligence was the
finger on the trigger. He did not
enter Jackson's mansion with the
intent to kill him, but he did obtain
propofol illegally and adminis
tered it under illegal and danger
ous circumstances. The same sub
stance that Jackson referred to as
his "milk" was the very agent that
brought about his death.
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Conrad Murrary, Jackson's doctor, culpable for death

JOSH COHEN
STAFF WRITFR

Dr. Conrad Murray, per
sonal physician to the late singer
Michael Jackson, is almost guilty
of murder. While the court has
determined that he did not mean
to kill his patient, he did willingly
engage in such activity that led
to the death of Jackson, a figure
almost as famous for his unortho
dox lifestyle as his singing and
dancing career. It is alleged that
Jackson was addicted to numer
ous prescription medications.
So is the powerful anesthetic,
propofol, the real "smoking gun"
in this crime?
Known also by its brand

Armstrong Medical Clinic in Houston, Texas, raided in the search for Conrad Murray.
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Consumers are right to question Toyota
DANIELLE SHIN

STAFF WRITFR

5.3 million. 16 percent. $21
billion. 16. 243. These numbers all
share the common characteristic of
being directly related to the once
reliable car manufacturer, Toyota.
Recently, 5.3 million automobiles
have been recalled. U.S. car sales
have dropped 16 percent since
January. Toyota's stock surrendered
$21 billion in value in a single
week. There have been allegations
that jammed accelerators in certain
Toyota models have caused 16
deaths and 243 injuries.
Problems with gas pedals and
brakes are enough to turn me away
from what I would consider a death
trap. It would seem that these most
recent problems with Toyota are far
beyond those of minor glitches and
human error, though. This seems to
now be a matter of safety, yet, how
can we put a price on safety? If our
cars are no longer in our control,
there is little safety that we might
claim to enjoy. The Toyota brand
has not always been this way. For
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example, their ever-so-popular
Prius Hybrid has been a great suc
cess of late, especially due to its
fuel efficiency and affordability.
Unfortunately, Toyota's great repu
tation streak has finally reached its
end.
Recently, fingers have been
pointed at Toyota for a lack of
safety in the construction of their
cars, most surprisingly, their Prius.
Safety is an unavoidable necessity
when it comes to cars. A company
cannot afford to release a faulty
design onto the market. It seems the
major problem with the Prius was its
brakes. According to news reports,
at least a hundred Prius owners
across the U.S. have complained to
the government that their antilock

brakes seemed to fail momentarily
while driving down a bumpy road.
The Japanese government has also
received dozens of complaints.
Toyota has announced some plans
to fix what they claim is a software
glitch in the hope it will correct the
problem. In the meantime, drivers
are being advised to continue push
ing the pedal, as eventually their
breaks should work.
Toyota's answer to this
alledged brake defect is quite
alarming. Their advised solution is
less than adequate, especially given
the seriousness of the issue. One
of the first promises made by Akio
Toyoda, president of Toyota, was
that he would put quality back into
Toyota cars, giving the consumer

the best product possible. Unfortu
nately, the opposite has occurred.
We must now ask Toyota whether it
has made a decision between qual
ity in the manufacturing of its cars
or the the pursuit of quantity in its
production output.
The company's principle used
to read that "long term philosophy
beats short term financial goals."
This has been ignored and forgotten
along that way to global accollades
over production. Now, with so many
complaints surfacing, Toyota is
reaping the harvest it has sown with
its outrageous behavior. Taking the
step of recalling 300,000 Priuses
worldwide is the first step towards
responsibility, even if it may cause
a huge dent in reputation for quality,
safety and profit.
Although 1 would like to be
lieve that Toyota can fix its errors,
it is difficult to comprehend why
it took them so long to respond to
their consumers. Furthermore, it
is disheartening that Toyota could
expect to offer only an apology for
the lives that could be in potential
danger.

San Diego police are the vultures of Mission Beach
BRENT TUTTLE

AD MANARFR

Recruitment week for the fra
ternities came full circle last Friday,
culminating in the much anticipated
"bid night." Spirits were high as
fresh faces from abroad returned
back from their pilgrimages to re
unite with Mission Beach. Admit
tedly, as a "frat bro" I felt a buzz of
excitement about my person, com
parable to that of Courtney Love en
route to an opium den.
As the evening wore on,
the participants of Friday night's
events gathered at different loca
tions along the beach. Like most
college gatherings, alcohol con
sumption was to be expected at
most venues, including that at
which I found myself, though I
have advanced far beyond the days
of wooing intoxicated 18-year-old
girls in hopes of convincing them
that I have an interest aside from
finding out what might lie beneath
their clothing. Regardless, all those

stepped foot into the parking lot,
three San Diego Police Department
vehicles stormed onto the scene, as
if there was a mecca of jelly donuts
before their robust eyes.
Moll, of legal drinking age,
was as composed as a North Korean
foot soldier. Like the paparazzi on a
pantyless Brittany Spears, badged
animals bombarded Moll, instantlly proving how authoritative and
powerful they were. Without any
justification, Moll, who showed no
signs of resistance, was detained in
a belligerent manner, thrust onto
the hood of a police vehicle, as if
Officer Chris Brown was detaining
Rhianna, handcuffed and tossed
into the back seat with no credible
explanation aside from the fumes of
steam evacuating out of the arrest
ing officer's nostrils. Though many
females may have fantasized about
Moll handcuffed and sprawled out,
I assure you these dreams were not
played out on the hood of a cop car
in a seedy beach parking lot.
Based on previous experience

4 4 Moll, of legal drinking age,
was as composed as a North
Korean foot soldier, j j
admitted to my selected party were
of legal drinking age, doing so in
a responsible manner with hardly a
vigilant intention among them.
The hour of 8 p.m. signaled the
arrival of safe and sober transpor
tation by bus for these party-goers
from the south Mission Beach jetty
to the selected venue for Friday's
festivities. And so begins the real
story.
Many of you know him and
those of you who don't should,
but the impelling shepherd of the
evening was a man who was like a
Moses of Mission Beach, guiding
his people down the boardwalk to
a promised land. His name is Mi
chael Moll. This is his story.
My previous studies of swine
have led me to believe that they have
a horrible sense of sight and smell,
but somehow, Mission Beach's
finest received a tip-off that masses
were on the move. Before a single
member of our group had even

with the boys in blue, I am fully
aware that negotiations with the
police have the same probability
of success as a one-sided coin toss.
Defeat is imminent. Even so, I ap
proached the officers, fully com
posed and respectful to their macho
insecurities, in order to politely seek
information as to why my friend had
been detained. An infamous bozo
of San Diego's party patrol , who
I know many of the students have
seen humpty dumptying around the
beach, was the first mentally under
developed authority to find himself
at a loss for words once I began my
inquisition.
In a very rude, short and un
certain manner, he told me that
Moll had been detained for public
drunkeness. Mind you, no breatha
lyzer or sobriety tests had been
conducted. He was also charged
with disorderly conduct. This nin
compoop demanded that I leave
him be, as I'm sure spelling was

Mission Beach, the scene of the "crime."
a challenge for him as he blankly
stared down at his ticket book.
When I informed him that our tax
dollars fund his obvious habits of
poor nutrition, other humanized
rhinos with handcuffs began to
send threats my way.
The other power fiends, offer
ing about as much insight into the
situation as bonobos teaching phys
ics might elucidate, further bullied
me into letting their subpar conver
sational skills lapse into retirement.
Being a relatively small and frail
human being, and having no desire
to meet some new bros in jail, I de
cided to retreat for safety.
As the buses departed with one
less upstanding citizen, a sense of
rage for the events which had trans
pired began to settle. While Moll
sat immobilized, he considerately
pleaded to be given the chance to
undergo any form of a sobriety test
to prove his innocence. The cops re
fused, stating that they only admin
ister such tests to people believed
to be driving under the influence.
In so doing, they essentially
forced him into admitting, and
apologizing, for his use of "pro
fane language," which they claim
was directed towards them, further
prompting his arrest.
For those of you who support
the expansion of government, this
is a direct result of allowing govern
ment to further invade your rights as
an American. Moll's First Amend
ment rights, afforded him under the
Constitution, were stripped away as
he found those liberties under the
new interpretation of creatures who
struggle to read a fast food menu,
let annotate linguistics.
After issuing him an infrac
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tion citation for disorderly conduct,
the officers released Moll about an
hour after he had been handcuffed
and thrown into the backseat of a
police car, all the while never read
ing him his Miranda rights.
In the end, it turned out to be
a successful night for San Diego's
party patrol. They maintained their
authoritarian image in front of bus
loads of college students and cre
ated more undeserving revenue for
our broken-budget city.
Indeed, I found it rather inter
esting that on Micheal's citation,
in the space provided for "vehicle
license" or "vehicle identification
number," it read, in bold letters,
USD STUDENT.
I firmly believe that the cops
in Mission Beach have long been
profiling and harassing our student
body. This unfortunate incident
only confirms my suspicions. Due
to a discredited outlook on col
lege students, I doubt anything
will result from this fiasco. Still, it
doesn't mean that what happened is
acceptable.
While I respect and appreciate
the duties of police officers who act
within their job description to better
our community, I cannot salute the
abuses of power undertaken as
compensation for a lack of popular
ity an officer might have had while
a teenager. Such an experience, the
result of an awkward high school
existence, might have propelled
him to pursue a life of bullying
society.
Moll's situation was not the
first iron fist abuse of force our
shores have seen, nor will it be the
last, but raising awareness to the
subject is crucial to combating it.

Letter
to the
Editor
Dear Editor,
I am again disappointed
in Mulvey's clouded logic and
lack of sensitivity. He is lost
on Bush's Crawford ranch if
he thinks the Prop 8 trial is
going to "teach a lesson" to
those naughty gays who dare
challenge the courts. The fight
for equality and dignity is not
a "movement." We will no
sooner be moved than Barack
Obama will cease to be black
and Ellen DeGeneres cease to
be a lesbian. This is who we
are and we will not be halted
by conservative religious zeal
ots who irrationally figure that
in some way their marriages
will be devalued by the addi
tion of same sex ones.
So what are these danger
ous consequences to which
you refer? Maybe a few
thousand couples will quietly
marry and enjoy the benefits
of their marital status? Have
we heard anything from the
18,000 couples married in
the summer of 2008? What
dangerous consequences have
occurred in Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Iowa, Vermont
and even abroad in Mexico
City, Sweden, the Netherlands,
Canada, Spain and Norway?
Lastly, what I cannot un
derstand is why those against
gay marriage are so embold
ened by this case? Why is it
the business of straight couples
to decide what's right for gay
ones? Maybe you should get
down from your soap box and
realize that the issue is with
equality, not religion, morality
or preserving some unrealistic
and non-existent family ideal.
We don't have morality codes
in the United States, we don't
have a state religion and we
don't force our citizens to live
by your blind 1950s standards.
So maybe it's time some
one taught Mulvey a lesson.
Don't stomp on a minority and
their allies with your morality
boots and push your backward
ancient religion into our state
proceedings. Justice will pre
vail for the LGBT community
in the years and legislation to
come.
Mackenzie Ott
Class of 2011

Letters to the Editor
The Vista encourages letters to
the editor from students, faculty,
staff, administration and the
community.
Correspondanee should be sent to
letters@usdvista.com. They will
go directly to the editor-in-chief
and the opinion editor.
Submissions should be limited
to 300 words and must include
verifiable contact information.
Letter content is subject to editing
for clarity and style.
The Vista does not publish anony
mous letters, those addressed to a
third party or letters in poor taste.

The views expressed in the Opinion Section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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The climate change hockey stick is a pervasive myth
MIKE MACKIE

STAFF WRITFR

Yes, I am one of those "idiots"
and "uneducated folks" who con
sistently questions the science
behind global warming. I remem
ber sitting in my Government and
Economics class during my senior
year in high school, announcing
that 1 did not buy into the hype
of man-made climate change and
seeing the shock and awe on my
classmate's faces due to my heresy.
Four years later, I am more resolute
in my decision than I ever was. To
this day, I am consistently mocked
by peers and friends alike who
claim that I "just don't understand
the science" because 1 have opted
to receive my information outside
of the liberal halls of academia.
Prior to our contemporary
concerns over global warming, the

media was inundated with severe
warnings of global cooling and the
upcoming ice age. Time Magazine,
Newsweek, National Geographic,
The New York Times and many
other publications touted the work
of climatologists, such as Stephen
Schneider and Lowell Ponte, who
attempted to demonstrate why
science was settled behind global
cooling. A quarter of a century
later, the science is settled again,
but with new conclusions.
It may be easy to dismiss my
position because it appears that 1
am merely echoing the rantings of
the non-believers. But it is diffi
cult to dismiss the science, or lack
thereof. The religious followers of
global warming received their first
blow in November of 2009, when
hacked e-mails uncovered "tricks
and manipulations" used by cli
mate scientists to yield skewed

data. Everyday has unearthed
new flaws in the religious cult of
climate change. Phil Jones, a climatologist from the University of
East Anglia announced earlier this
week that his records, and those of
his collegues, "were not as good as
they should be." Now, he is stating
that over the past 15 years there
has been "no statistically signifi
cant warming."
Much of the current global
warming hysteria can be traced
back to the original hockey-stick
diagram created by Michael Mann
in 1988. This is consistently touted
by the International Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), A1 Gore
and other governmental panels as
evidence for global warming. Yet,
the science behind this study is
wrought with flaws. For instance,
Mann's study gave great weight to
tree rings from the Sierra Nevada

Mountains. He based his data
for the years before AD 1421 on
only one such tree. The "hockey
stick" graphic is contrary to the
conclusions of thousands of other
studies that used boreholes from
ice, lakes, rivers, oceans, glacial
deposits, flood deposits, sea level
data, soils, volcanoes, wind blown
sand isotopes, pollen, peat, fossils,
cave deposits, agriculture and con
temporary records.
We should all ask ourselves
why we believe in such unsub
stantiated claims. Is it because our
professors make us into idiots if
we do not believe? Is it because
the scientific community says the
argument is settled? Is it that our
egocentric selves cannot stand the
notion that our existence on this
earth has no greater meaning than
what we bring to it?
For all of those people who

claim that I simply do not under
stand the science of climate change,
I can attest that I have made great
attempts to understand the com
plexities that go into the claim of
global warming. Yet, I only know
one fact to be certain: that our
earth is a dynamic and constantly
changing planet that is affected by
everything from the Sun to micro
organisms, from volcanic activity
to Chandler's Wobble. More than
2,500 journal articles and other
supporting evidence have led me
to realize that I am not the only one
with these beliefs.
If, 50 years from now, my
Laguna Beach house is under
water as a result of global warm
ing, then 1 will be glad to retract
my philosophy.
Until then, please respect my
opinions and I will allow you to
bask in your own ignorance.

San Diego elected officials take on the ethics commission
MARISA DODGE

STAFF WRITFR

A wise man once said, "You
stay classy, San Diego." That fa
miliar film friend from "Anchor
man" was Ron Burgundy. Within
a 10 minute radius of our campus
kingdom, USD dignitaries hold the
Pacific Coast, go-to bars, an inter
national airport, the Little Apple
of Downtown and tres magnifique
shopping in their surrounding
view. Seemingly ideal, it is easily
envisioned to project class. But do
not be fooled canny comrades.
Although not a fair reflection
of its class, a city's government is
what maintains basic security and
public order, ultimately represent-

ing its people on important issues.
This would be the case in San
Diego, where a negative portrait
has been painted in recent years
by a series of financial scandals in
volving political elites. Now, these
same political elites are removing
their support for the San Diego
Ethics Commission.
The Ethics Commission is
a body of moral principles and
values in local government. To
neither endorse nor cherish such an
institution, one must wonder what
San Diego's administrators see in
themselves. How can they not hold
themselves accountable to their
constituents?
Perhaps the commission's
investigation into Councilwoman

Marti Emerald is one case that can
better represent the general attitude
towards the Ethics Commission
and its non-existent support from
local officials.
Emerald was accused of fail
ing to record $50,000 in bonuses
due to her campaign consultant and
fundraisers following her victori
ous November 2008 election. After
being notified of the discrepancy
by the commission, she still did not
report the bonuses for another eight
months. Emerald then became the
first elected city official to openly
challenge the Ethics Commission
over an enforcement action.
Unfortunately, I don't think it
counts if you follow the law after
you've already been caught. What

has the comission done wrong in
enforcing the rules on Emerald?
She never denied she was guilty,
but only expressed hope in having
"an ethics commission that can be
more effective." Does this mean
effectiveness in not enforcing laws
against illegal actions? If so, I guess
I wouldn't care for an investigation
into my devious devised schemes
either.
This is just one instance of
unethical activity by a city official
who once stressed the necessity of
such a commission. Founded in
2001, the commision found its im
petus in a scandal involving thenCouncilwoman Valerie Stallings,
who pleaded guilty in federal court
to two misdemeanors for failing to

report campaign gifts.
The naughty list does go on. A
number of the city's most influen
tial politicians have received fines,
including Council President Ben
Hueso and Dick Murphy, the old
mayor.
Should it be such a task for
city officials to learn how to play
by the rules? I recall learning, at an
elementary level, not only how to
share and read, but also to follow
the rules or face the consequences.
So far, I have witnessed noth
ing but class from San Diego's
people, places and environment.
But its unethical government ap
pears to be missing thai class and
wisdom of our dear anchorman,
Ron Burgundy.

The "In Between" Times
KENDRA OSBURN

OPINION COLUMNIST

As you hold this paper, you arc in
between classes, in between meals and
in between years of your life. When
you drive your car, use the bathroom
and wake up on a Tuesday, you are in
between.
You and I, and everyone else are in
perpetual stales of "In Between ."
What is the "In Between"?
When we are young, we wish to be
older. When we are in transit, we wish to
be at our destination. When we are doing
laundry, we just want it to be finished.
We wait for phone calls, our dinner and
the punch line of a joke.
If we are not immediately waiting,
we are still in between. We tire in between
years and in between Thursdays. We are
in between true youth, those days when
we had play dates and princess parties,
and true adulthood, where we will have
marriages and mortgages.
We are working for the weekends,
waiting at stoplights and succumbing
to the distractions of every day. When
is it that we are happy? When is it that
we are content? Are we always going to
be waiting for tomorrow or wishing for
something better?
Is the wish to be somewhere we
aren't unavoidable, like reversing a car?

There is no way to avoid reversing a car;
it is just something you have to do unless
you wish to sit there facing a direction
that is not forward. So, are we ever truly
present, even in the "In Between"?
Here, in this column, we will be
looking at our "in between" times. What
do we do with the times in between ? Do
we passive]) watch our waiting waddle
by or do we make something of these
moments, months and years?
our waiting worthwhile. We will learn
words of the week, which we can memo
rize at the tram stop and spout out later at
the Pennant.
We will find reasons to smile. Step
1: Put your pen sideways in your mouth.
Step 2: Keep your teeth clenching your
pen, but remove your lips. Step 3: Stay
there for 30 seconds. Step 4: Remove
the pen and experience all of the ben
efits of having unknowingly "smiled."
All this induces those "feel good" brain
chemicals, like dopamine and serotonin,
to course through your body.
We will even investigate so-called
"expert advice" and generally be curi
ous about this life we are living.We will
always be "In Between" here and there,
today and tomorrow, at the beginning and
at the end. But we might as well make
our unavoidable "In Between" times
worth the wait.
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What began as a re
membrance called "Negro
History Week" in 1926, is
now celebrated as Black
History Month for all of
February. As Krishelle
Hardson, Co-President of
the Black Student Union,
explains, "it is a time that
we dedicate our efforts to
ward recognizing African
Americans of our past,
present and future and
educating the USD public
about them."
As a university that is
striving to continue to
become more culturally
diverse, it is important
that USD recognizes and
celebrates Black History
Month.
The organization for
merly known as the Black
Student Union, BSU, has
added another aspect to
their name, Brothers and
Sisters United, so that all
students feel welcome to
join. They also recently
began their BLACK OUT
Campaign, which started
on Feb. 9 at the Alcala
Bazaar, where BSU had a
table and was giving out
t-shirts specifically for the
BLACK OUT campaign
so that it will be represent
ed on campus on a daily
basis. Students can be
seen wearing their black tshirts that read: "I support
the fight for diversity and
inclusion" on the front and
"We are ALL above the
stereotype" on the back.
Through this campaign,
BSU hopes to promote inclusiveness and reject ste
reotypes that people of all
backgrounds deal with.

BSU has many great
events lined up for the
month of February, in
cluding films, meetings,
fashion shows, parties
and banquets. The next
upcoming event will be a
fashion show called Art
Conquers All that will
feature BSU members and
is hosted by the San Di
ego Youth Action Board,
a non-profit organization
that provides innovative
youth driven leadership to
disadvantaged youth. The
San Diego Youth Action
Board, Y.A.B. for short,
strives to motivate the
youth of today in order to
form a positive, prosper
ous and united communi
ty. On that same day, Feb.
20, there will be a 24-hour
Black History celebration
at the Malcolm X Library
beginning at 10 a.m.
On Feb. 23, beginning
at 4 p.m. in the SOLES
building, BSU will be
presenting a film titled,
"Made in Africa: The Im
pact of Slavery on Major
Public Works Projects."
This film on slavery and
its impact is very fitting
for Black History Month
because "Negro History
Week," is celebrated in
February in honor of abo
litionist Abraham Lincoln
and former slave Fred
erick Douglass, whose
birthdays are both in the
second week of February.
Another prominent fig
ure in Black History, Mar
tin Luther King Jr., will
be honored at a banquet
hosted by BSU on Feb.
25. King Jr., a baptist
minister and Nobel Peace
Prize winner was an in
spirational leader of the

I
Civil Rights Movement
and led the Montgomery
Bus Boycott in 1955. For
these reasons and so many
more, he will always be
remembered as a key fig
ure during Black History
Month and throughout
black history in general.
As the grand finale for
Black History Month at
USD, BSU will host their
signature event, A Night to
Celebrate Rich Heritage,
on March 5 at 6:30 p.m.
The night will consist of
a nice dinner, a dance per
formance, a fashion show
featuring African clothing
and an educational piece
to honor the great African
Americans of the past. This
year professor Dr. Daniel
Walker will be there to
discuss various topics of
black history. Both out
standing students as well
as supportive professors
will also be honored for
their achievements and
contributions throughout
the academic year.
Black History Month
is a time to remember
great African Americans
throughout history who,
through determination and
passion, paved a path for
a better future. USD and
BSU recognizes and cele
brates all the hard work of
those who have come be
fore us by hosting events
throughout the month
of February. With fash
ion shows, banquets and
films, it is easy to find an
event that is fun and inter
esting to everyone. Take
the time to leam a little bit
more about the legends of
black history and honor
them for their persever
ance.
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St. Vincent plays the role of "pretty pretty well
RYAN COGHILL
AflC FDITOR

Digital, digital
get down
If I had all day to do noth
ing, then I would probably sit
at home and post comments on
YouTube videos, criticizing tal
ented artists and getting in cyber
fights with people I have never
met. After my anger has been
released through the pounding
on my keyboard, I would take a
trip to the land of ChatRoulette
in the hopes of meeting some
creep that can just F9 me in
1.5 seconds. Finally, to top my
worthless day off, I would spend
another five hours on MySpace,
talking to the friends I just made
on YouTube and ChatRoulette.
Truthfully, I would never
like to spend any of my pre
cious days glued to the Internet,
although we all can admit we
have done our time over the
digital screen. I was talking to
a friend of mine the other day
about ChatRoulette and what
could possibly be next. We
really couldn't think of anything
crazier than connecting two
random strangers on opposite
ends of the world with the click
of a button. This conversation
led into how we grew up watch
ing the Internet expand.
Around sixth grade I re
ceived my first AOL account
and began waiting 10 minutes
for my dial up to connect me
with friends of friends on In
stant Messenger. At the time,
AOL was just a small part of
my night. It was something I
did after causing a ruckus up
and down the block. Most im
portantly, 1 was chatting with
kids who went to schools in my
same district. I feel like I should
be worrying about the younger
generation and their Internet
habits. However, my reason for
concern is not so much due to
the dangers of the creeps out
there. It is the fact that every
thing they do on the Internet is
completely normal.
Talking to friends with
younger siblings, they have all
made the same types of com
ments as to how their brothers
and sisters perceive technology.
The common theme is that they
come home from school, get
on the computer and constantly
text message. At first
glance
this seems normal. Everyone
massively texts and hops on the
computer every chance they get.
However, I think the difference
is that we still know what it was
like to not have these benefits.
I think we still understand that
face-to-face communication is
very important.
The movie "WALL'E"
came to mind when thinking of
this younger generation. I just
don't want to see them cooped
up in their rooms for the rest of
their lives, communicating over
video chats rather than hanging
out having some real interaction.
I'm not sure if there is a solution
to our Internet addictions but it
is something to recognize as a
problem in progress.

BRIAN WILLIAMSON/THE VISTA

St. Vincent is pretty enough to satisfy at her show on Feb. 10.
ALEX WEIONER
GUFST WRITFR

Find me a man who wouldn't
at least cringe slightly when left
no other choice than to describe
something as "pretty." It's not
necessarily a descriptive word that
would fall in line with the male un
dergraduate's "lingo machismo."
But I implore you, jockstrap; try
thinking of a more comprehensive
way to put St. Vincent's delicate,
falsetto vocals and her supplemen
tal, playful and often marginally
experimental sounding musical
accompaniment into words.
The Brooklyn based indie
songstress (birth name Annie Erin
Clark) performed this past Wednes
day, Feb. 10, within the wooden
walls and deceivingly spacious
interior of the Belly Up Tavern.
With credits earned through vari
ous involvements with relevant
artists, including a stint playing
guitar for The Polyphonic Spree
and multiple shows logged as part
of Sufjan Stevens' touring band,

Clark has forged for herself a wellestablished standing in the alterna
tive music sphere. This, along with
two critically lauded full-length
albums no doubt helped to draw
a sizable Wednesday night crowd
to the Belly Up, an oft unjustly
overlooked Solana Beach venue.
With quirky Swedish guy-girl duo
Wildbirds & Peacedrums tacked
onto the bill as openers, north San
Diego appreciators of the grace
fully offbeat and the sardonically
beautiful were set to momentarily
lose themselves inside a cocoon of
temperamental sound.
The openers took the stage
with a brief self-introduction and
before manning (and lady-ing)
their respective instruments, which
in their case included a drum set, a
soundboard with pre-recorded in
strumental and a Caribbean-style
steel drum. It was up to Wildbirds
& Peacedrums to prove to this dis
cerning critic that such an instru
ment could set an appropriate tone
without being situated on a tourist
infested Jamaican beach, with a

pina colada in hand and Natalee
Holloway nowhere in sight. That
it did, to a considerable extent.
The use of obscure, post-modern
themes and tools for creation lies
somewhere near the bedrock of the
blog-bred and Coachella-friendly
alternative sound. Where many
fail in this respect, Wildbirds were
able to transcend cultural contexts
behind the instrument, utilizing its
soft percussion as a balmy back
ground for an unpredictable brand
of edgy folk music.
The bi-gendered twosome
transitioned from cutesy snap n'
handclap jingles into more aggres
sive bass drum onslaughts through
live de/reconstruction of their own
material. Their rollercoaster musi
cal continuum made it difficult
for less Wildbirds-sawy audience
members such as myself to dis
cern where exactly one song was
ending and the next was beginning.
However, I was left with a linger
ing sense of respect for what could
be construed as cohesive verse/
chorus-oriented compositions.

What was unclear at the time
would soon reveal itself, as St.
Vincent announced their presence
through a wider variety of instru
ments/instrumentalists but with
a similar here-nor-there delivery;
clear and present stylistic parallels
between supporting act and the sup
ported. Clark took the stage with
physical appearance, which clearly
matched her vocal delivery: frail
but graceful, pale but prominent.
Immediately impressive to most
anyone coherent enough, despite
PBR tall cans beckoning from
their wooden perches, was each
band member's ability to operate
multiple musical instruments well
enough to fit saxophones, clari
nets, and flutes snugly with gui
tars, drums and keyboards within
the same song.
Clark and her accompanying
band are one of a rare breed able
to make something listenable and
even a tidbit catchy out of a bar
rage of opposing sounds. Soft,
comforting vocals helped sedate
their restless and spontaneous ca
cophony into something at least
mildly pleasing to the ear. Crowd
pleasers "Jesus Saves, I Spend" and
"Paris is Burning" were met with
captivated attention and subdued
swaying of bodies, but the singu
lar most rewarding moment of the
evening came when Clark cleared
the stage for a solo performance.
Her sweet and emotionally driven
rendition of former Velvet Under
ground member Nico's "These
Days," brought a brief moment of
solidarity and the entire house into
captive silence before returning to
fullon St. Vincent-ism, erratic and
unpredictable but all-the-while
gratifying.
Their music is almost worth
less to hear about without at least a
couple tracks worth of prior listen
ing, especially in the context of a
live performance. Give a listen to
one or both of St. Vincent's LPs
"Marry Me and Actor" to get a
more solid idea of what you can
personally draw out of a landscape
of sound and musical influence.
Chances are you'll find at least
something pleasant, or at the very
least, "pretty" enough to satisfy.

Breathe Carolina originates from GarageBand
add vocals. The duo self produced
their first works and put their songs
on MySpace. In 2008, the band had
For fans of alternative music over 10 thousand plays on MyS
that want just a little bit more dance pace but in 2009, plays jumped up
in their lives, a two man group from to over nine million.
Denver, Col. have arrived in time
In July of this last year,
to fulfill your cravings. Breathe Breathe Carolina came out with
Carolina has worked to create their newest album titled "Hello
techno style music with a solid dose Fascination." Overall, the album
of catchy guitar riffs and punchy builds upon the success seen in
vocals. These elements work to earlier work to recreate the fusion
blend genres together and incorpo of electronica and aggressive rock
rate fans from different areas. The seen before.
resulting music has kept thd band
The marketing behind the
growing a steady fan base since they album has also been quite strong,
began in 2007. This is partially due with a definite attempt seen to
to the fact that the band has spent expose the band to as many people
much of this time touring across as possible. Even tells me that the
the country, participating in Warped band's manager worked to have
Tour and playing festivals such as their music be included as promo
Bamboozle. Yet this band comes music in the commercials for "The
from very humble beginnings.
Jay Leno Show." As the band made
The band started as David the switch to Fearless Records, the
Schmitt began playing with his new label worked to release "The
friend's new Mac and stumbled Dressing Room" as a playable song
upon GarageBand. He played in the iPhone and iPod Touch game
around for a bit and soon asked "Tap Tap Revenge." For those of
Kyle Even to collaborate with him. you who must know, the band did
After playing numerous instruments admit to playing the game.
his entire life, the project soon
Overall, it seems as though
became Even's first opportunity to the band will continue to ride the
BRYCE CARR
STAFF WRITFR

success of their most recent release
into the New Year. They've just
embarked on a national tour and
will return to San Diego on June

24 as part of the 2010 Vans Warped
Tour. This show will kick off the
tour and the band will play every
date across the country.
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Breathe Carolina had a song featured on "Tap Tap Revenge."
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Doggie's getting down with designer fashion
How much are pet owners willing to spend on their

JUSTINE MARZONI
ASSISTANT
A&C EDITOR

VICTORIA FANTOZZI
STAFF WRITFR

You know fashion is going too
far when couture extends to ca
nines. Are designer dogs the latest
"it" accessory?
The idea of dog clothing has
been in the media in the last
decade with Paris Hilton famous
ly dolling up her dog Tinkerbell
and Elle Woods making a spec
tacle out of Bruiser in "Legally
Blonde." However it's always
been something audiences smile
at rather than emulate. Recently,
however, designers are aiming to
take things a step further, design
ing lines of clothing specifically
for our pets.
Sure, dressing up dogs is cute
and often times comical, but the
majority of us view it as a one-time
photo-op rather than an every day
routine. The $5 ensembles from
Petsmart are one thing, but when
designers branch out to dogs, how
do you draw the line between cute
and creepy?
Juicy Couture is one of the
leading designers contributing to
the "designer dog wear" trend,
creating a line of designer dog
apparel including t-shirts, collars
and even coats. The tees are cute
enough, but the pink leopard fur
coats similar to the ones being
sold to humans cause major
questioning and the $75 price tag
doesn't help matters much either.
They even have a pair of
flower hair clips for dogs for $25
per clip (and you're supposed to
buy two, one for each ear). This
is much more than the major
ity of us would even spend on a
hair clip for ourselves. The most
comical, however, is the doggie
"hoodie" - as if a dog really cares
if his hair gets wet in the rain. If
you want to check out the trend,

Good cause,
bad idea

dog ensembles can be purchased
online through Juicy Couture, or
at the store in the mall.
Juicy isn't the only designer
jumping on the doggie band
wagon. High fashion designers
are contributing as well. Chanel
has a dog leash and collar iden
tical to the strap on the famous
2.55 handbag. Hermes also has an
orange, leather collar with a pad
lock on it resembling the famous
Birkin bag. Both will cost an eyepopping $500.
Is Fendi for Fido and Ralph
Lauren for Rover really worth our
extra pocket money? If that much
money is to be spent at all, one
would think something for our
selves would be far more practi
cal and worthwhile than designer
duds for the dog.

BREAKFASTWITHSPANKY.COM

Cute clothes for your pup? Or is this just overkill?

All Asian rock band embraces their eyes
AVERY DURNAN
011FST WRITFR

In an age where oddly clad
all-male bands dominate the Indie
rock scene, one band from Port
land, Ore. stands out from the rest.
By taking one look at the group,
you see the difference I'm talking
about. The Slants are embracing
their ethnic heritage while rock
ing out. Exclusively Asian, the
members - Simon Young (bass),
Aron Moxley (vocals), Tyler Chen
(drums) and Jonathan Fontanilla
(guitar)-came together a few years
ago, fulfilling Young's artistic
vision of an all-Asian rock band.
Here, The Vista talks with found
ing member, Young, about The
Slants' past, present and future, in
preparation of the band's upcom
ing San Diego shows.
"We basically had a name
before we had a band," Young
said. "A couple years ago, when I
was watching 'Kill Bill,' the idea
came to me."
After seeing an Asian gang in
the movie, Young thought how
cool it would be to have an allAsian band. The name he came up
with turned an unfortunate racial
slur into something positive, as
this band embraces the shape of
their eyes.
Simon explains, "I kind of
toyed with the idea for a while and
I put a ton of classified ads and
flyers, just looking for Asian musi
cians. It took a little while, but the
lineup eventually came together."

In 2007, The Slants played their
first show.
Once the lineup was set, the
music of The Slants caught on rap
idly, resonating strongly with the
supportive Asian community. Par
ticularly embraced by Anime con
ventions, the Slants are currently
booked two years in advance for
large Anime conventions across
the globe in Australia, Europe and
Asia. Their sometimes-fanatical
fans have been dubbed The Slants'
army, and propelled them band to
worldwide recognition.
They also gained considerable
attention when they competed in
a Battle of the Bands competi
tion for a million dollar record
ing deal, only to turn down the
deal after being given a 76 page
non-negotiable contract. "We're
happy doing everything our
selves," Young stated confidently.
"Everything we do is strictly our
own. Doing things independently
preserves the creative control and
integrity we want." Considering
how much attention they've re
ceived on their own merits, I have
to hand it to them.
The sounds of "Slanted Eyes,
Slanted Hearts" can be described
as a synthy dance rock that they
call "Chinatown Rock." It has
definite Depeche Mode influ
ences, which makes sense as
Young credits them as one of his
favorite bands. Their new album,
"Pageantry," will be released this
spring, and Young recommends
the track "You Make Me Alive."

The Slants are now on their sev
enth tour since their recent release,
"Slanted Eyes Slanted Hearts."
Young describes their regular do
mestic route as "pretty much our
standard tour, just right up and
down 1-5, doing the West Coast
circuit." They are doing several
Hot Topic shows, which is a part
nership The Slants are interested in
exploring despite the pared-down,
acoustic quality of the shows. "We
wanted to try doing some of those

shows because it's smaller, and in
a mall, which gets us more expo
sure. Also, a lot of our fans aren't
21, so this gives them a good op
portunity to see us live."
In San Diego on March 12, The
Slants are playing two shows, one
at Hot Topic (for free, all ages) in
the afternoon, and at night at the
Radio Room (21+). Check them
out and dance yourself silly while
basking in their Asian, hard-rock
ing glory.

ELLEN0TE.COM

The Slants are well known in the realm of Anime.

Besides all the excitement
surrounding the celebration
of Mardi Gras and the Winter
Olympics in Vancouver, there
is another event that has gotten
much buzz on the Internet. This
month commemorates the 25th
anniversary of the original re
cording of "We Are the World,"
the hit single from the celebrity
charity collaboration, USA for
Africa. In honor of this, a newly
recorded version, "We Are the
World 25 for Haiti," which will
donate all the proceeds from
downloading the song on iTunes
to Haiti relief funds, was released
a few days ago.
Similar to the original "We
Are the World" that was written
to gather support for famine in
Africa, the 2010 version sup
ports an altruistic cause, features
the voices of dozens of celebri
ties and was produced by Quincy
Jones and Lionel Richie. How
ever, in the wake of Michael
Jackson's death, "We Are the
World 25 for Haiti" has an even
more somber undertone than the
original. Although it has many
of the magical ingredients that
were sprinkled into the single
recorded in 1985, one thing that
has yet to be proven is whether
or not the new recording will be
as successful.
Many people seem to think
the remake pales in compari
son. In an interview with MTV
News, Jay-Z said "I know the
plight and everything that's
going on in Haiti. I applaud the
efforts...but 'We are the World'
is untouchable like 'Thriller' is
untouchable. Some things are
just untouchable."
I think the question really
boils down to whether or
not Jones and Richie's newest
installment of inspirational pop
music has the capacity to touch
the public's heart the way the
the 1985 version (that went
multi-platinum and won three
Grammys) did.
In part I agree with Jay-Z.
"We Are the World" is un
touchable, but not the way that
"Thriller" is. What makes "We
Are the World" untouchable was
that it was a moment in time in
which Bob Dylan, Tito Jackson
and Dan Aykroyd were all gath
ered together in Kenny Rogers'
studio to record an inspirational
song for Africa. That will never
happen again. There is no way
to recreate the essence of that
event. No matter how much hard
work was put into making "We
Are the World 25 for Haiti" up to
date, hip or able to resonate with
the public, it will never have the
impact that the original did be
cause it isn't an original idea. We
all know that remakes are never
as good as the original, it always
fails. Remember Clear Pepsi?
I must say it is cool that ce
lebrities are working together to
collect donations for Haiti, I just
wish that they would've found
a more creative way that didn't
taint something pure like "We
Are the World."
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Beachy keen
These past few days I've been
doing a lot of driving, resulting in
me having to fill my car up with gas
about every two or three days, but
little Commie has a little tank in
the first place (and that's Commie
the Mercury Comet, not Commie
the communist). Whilst driving
I've become particularly fond of a
few new albums I've downloaded,
but the one getting the most play is
Beach House's "Teen Dream."
First of all, this album is abso
lutely beautiful. It's channing and
sensual and just makes me want
to keep smiling for the duration of
time that I'm in my car on the way
to work or school or wherever. In
fact, it is because of this album that
I'm willing to pay so much money
for gas in the first place, and will
ing to fold clothes for four hours
straight.
It's hard to pinpoint what ex
actly makes this album, and this
band for that matter, so undeniably
listenable. They are in no way pop
(though they are oft-described as
dream pop) and they are in no way
rock. Some might compare the
lead singer and organist, Victoria
Legrand's, voice to that of Chan
Marshall (Cat Power) because it
is somewhat raspy and deep. But
Legrand's voice, though tonally
similar, is very much different in
the emotion that it carries. If I had
to put a name to the genre of music
within which Beach House should
be placed, I would call it Alterna
tive Heaven.
On past albums, Beach House's
songs have been a tad on the sad
side. They stir up emotions that one
might find familiar, but they are not
necessarily depressing; they are
more contemplative. I remember
listening to the self-titled "Beach
House" album, as well as the band's
second album, "Devotion," while
it was raining and I was doing my
art homework and b logging in
my Vistas apartment last year (no
snooty vibes intended). They are
the perfect background sound for
any activity that involves focus or
creativity, as they set a somewhat
serious mood, perfect for painting
or rambling.
What I like best about this new
album is the aura surrounding each
song. It's as though each song is
its own little piece of Heaven, and
Legrand's voice and organ and
other Beach House member Alex
Scally's guitar and keyboard are re
spective spiritual entities that, when
combined, create such a channing
thought process and inviting sound
that I can't help but daydream my
drive away (while being safe at the
same time of course).
It goes without saying that Beach
House is one of my top five acts that
I need to see at Coachella. Though
they play near my hometown quite
often, there will be nothing like
hearing the tracks on "Teen Dream"
live in the desert, surrounded by
thousands of people. It truly will be
an unearthly experience.
Ifyou are new (or old) to the ways
of Beach House, I highly recom
mend the following tracks on their
new album: "Silver Soul," "Walk in
the Park," "Lover of Mine," "Used
to Be," "10 Mile Stereo" and "Take
Care." If you didn't notice I just
listed six of the 10 songs I could
choose from, and I recommend the
other four as well. You may as well
just buy the whole album.
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Bassist David Murphy is one with the tribe.

Invoking peace through the median of music
Sound Tribe Sector 9 visits the House of Blues
LIZ CROSBY
STAFF WRITFR

STS9 (otherwise known as
Sound Tribe) drew a unique audi
ence to the House of Blues in the
Gaslamp District, last Thursday.
Their music sent the human beings
lucky enough to inhabit the build
ing into musical nirvana. Their
genre defining rhythms coaxed
everyone's limbs into movement.
The audience became an ocean of
energy subservient to the melodic
and distinct sounds pulsating from
the speakers.
Gravitating to the sound, I
gently made my way to the front
with the classic refrain, "I'm
so sorry to pass by you, but I'm
meeting up with my friends." In
reality, I had no idea where my
friends were, but I subtly shouted
out names anyways so as to at
least keep up the act. It being a
Sound Tribe concert, the stars
aligned perfectly for me as friends
I hadn't anticipated sharing this
experience with turned around
and shouted "Liz." After receiving
hugs from each of them I realized
that we were all stationed at the
front.
In hindsight, the whole eve
ning seems more like a lucid
dream rather than something that
actually took place in real time
and space. If-you've never had the
pleasure of enjoying a Sound Tribe
concert, I can imagine it would be
rather difficult to empathize with
what I am trying so desperately to
convey, but bear with me for a few
more sentences.
The atmosphere was filled
with sound waves that imme
diately induced an intoxicating
feeling of euphoria that quickly
spread throughout the body of the
listener. The whole experience
was phenomenal in every sense of
the word.
The energy from the stage
channeled a sensation of ecstasy
continuously as they would flow
from one song to the next. It was
impossible to stop dancing; the
thought never entered my head.

RYAN COGHILL/ THE VISTA

Interpretive art is created during STS9 shows. This particular painter created a field of psychedelic flowers.

The music lacked lyrics, but that
void was easily filled with shouts
from the crowd. On either side of
the stage were two artists absorb
ing the music and painting it onto
a canvas before them.
By the end of the concert,
both pieces of art stood on either
side of the stage, each a wonder
ful reminder of the emotions that
had so pleasantly dwelt within
us all for such a fleeting moment
that we all wished would last
forever. I happened upon some of
the folks from USD that attended
the performance at the Wiltern in
Los Angeles Friday evening. As
soon as I inquired about their time
spent in the rapture of STS9, their
faces swelled with happiness.
Apparently, an after party broke
out atop the parking structure
adjacent to the Wiltern, as, clearly
the energy transmitted from STS9
would not subside after the lights
and music no longer held the lis
teners captive.
Sound Tribe supports the ef-

KAITLIN PERRY/THE VISTA

Zach Velmer drums in front of the LED panels, controlled by Mike
Lee.

forts of those that try to manifest
for themselves and those around
them a more peaceful existence.
Their music most definitely in
vokes harmony amongst those that
attend their concerts. I strongly

urge those fortunate enough to
have witnessed their creative ex
pression to go forth and embody
the music in their day-to-day
lives, as I'm sure most STS9 fans
already do.
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Scorsese's "Shutter Island"
BRENT TUTTLE
AD MANARFR

As the undisputed heavyweight king
of cinema, Martin Scorsese, is known to
deliver knock-outs every time he steps into
the ring. His upcoming film starring Leon
ardo Decaprio and Sir Ben Kingsley titled
"Shutter Island" looks to be another bout
of Scorsese fluid finesse combined with his
signature hooks of brutality.
This time Scorsese has stepped into the
ring with the snarled glare of a hybrid beast,
one like he's never domesticated before;
a composite of gothic and contorted sedi
ments incubating beneath the screenplay,
making the mental state and intentions
of Charles Manson look like the storyline
for a children's novel. The film showcases a
mulched blend of several genres: art house,
"B" horror and detective novels, the combi
nation of which should be a sure thriller for
those in search of a merciless mind warping
experience.
Set in 1954, the screenplay tells the
dark tale of two Federal Marshalls sent to
Boston's Shutter Island Ashecliffe Hospi
tal for the criminally insane to investigate
the escape of a patient who is suspected to
be somewhere on the island in a makeshift
safe haven. Agent Teddy Daniels, played by
Leonardo DiCaprio, is a rising star in the
world of law enforcement, who quickly
begins to question the inclinations behind
his investigation, the behavioral conduct
of the Ashecliffe's employees and the cult
like behavior of the mental ward's inhabit
ants. Everyone who has the misfortune of
populating the island shares a deep discon
nect from mainstream society along with a
strong gravitation towards a world full of
wicked and cruel secrets that seem too pain
ful to emit or combat.
Sir Ben Kingsley stars as the island's
head psychiatrist, Dr. Cawley, an apparent
Frankenstein of sinister and twisted be
havior, who treats the patients more as his

personal lab rats than terminally ill human
beings. As Agent Daniels further discerns
the true intent and protocol of the criminal
sanctuary, he begins to unravel an enigma
pertaining to everything, even his own
sanity and well being.
Based off commentary from a recent
press conference, one can safely assume
that this flick was as perplexing to those
making the film as it will be to the viewers.
In what Leonardo DiCaprio describes as his
most intensely emotional filming process
ever, he stated that there was "a certain real
ism, and a certain understanding that we all
had about one another that I didn't.. .1 could
never have foreseen."
With a script that even the actors didn't
know the full potential of until it had ab
ducted their emotions, "Shutter Island"
looks as if it will be yet another Scorsese
masterpiece, pushing the limits of its actors'
capabilties along with the audience's com
prehension of reality.
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WELCOME TO ALL NEW AND RETURNING USD STUDENTS!
WIREIMAGE

Leonardo DiCaprio is a familiar face in
Martin Scorsese films.

Enroll in MILITARY SCIENCE! Find out more about LEADERSHIP, OFFICERSHIP
and SCHOLARSHIPS!

Call 619-260-7920, email: collinsc@sarKiiego.edu

BURRITOS100'/. OFF!
THAT'S SIGHT, FREE.
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the Sports Arena Chipotle on

Monday, February 22nd, between 6 - 10 PM
and we'll hook you up with a
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Hopes are high as Toreros turn to 2010 season
CHRIS HANNEKE
STAFF WRITFR

Sign me
At the tender age of 10, I
knew my dream of being an
NBA superstar or NFL legend
would not come true. I would
not have endorsement deals
to sign, autograph seekers to
ignore, coaches to fight with and
agents to fire. Most importantly,
I would not receive the Jesus
Shuttlesworth style recruitment
trips, go through a combine and
wear a sleek and sexy suit on
draft night. Or will 1?
Applying
to
graduate
school is my recruitment pro
cess. It all started with a simple
e-mail. I was invited to a gradu
ate school fair where schools
would try to sell themselves to
me. This was the equivalent of
a formal recruitment letter.
I went to the fair and in
stead of coaches telling me how
great their weight room is, I
had professors telling me about
how great their research facili
ties are.
After the fair hoopla, I
started researching some of
the schools that intrigued me. I
wanted to see what school was
the best fit for me, in metaphori
cal terms, what offensive regime
best suited my skill set.
1 like Texas because they
have a prestigious communi
cation program, I like the idea
of schools in New York City
because Jay-Z and Alicia Keys
made the idea sound so roman
tic. I also like DePaul because
frankly, I like saying the name
De-Paul (emphasis on the
"De"), and Quinten Richardson
went there so they get some
extra points.
My senior year in college
is probably similar to the pace
of life for a mid-level recruit
during their senior year of high
school. You want to perform for
the scouts. You want to average
20 and 10 or, in my case, get a
3.8 or above. They say you're
too skinny and your frail frame
can't take the wear and tear. You
hit the weight room, or, in my
case,the library. You bulk up,or,
in my case, study for the GRE.
You get to the gym before prac
tice and leave after, and, in my
case, you craft a compassionate
statement of purpose. The pro
cess is getting to you, you turn
to your coach for advice and, in
my case, those came as letters
of recommendation.
There is nothing more
you can do. The schools have
enough numbers to crunch on
me to know if I am going to be
a stellar fit in their starting five.
The first school 1 heard
back from denied me. It was
like when the Toreros told
Brad Holland they were going
in a different direction: tough
times. The news was a like a
slap in the face; not a kick in the
groin, but it still stung. What do
1 do now?
1 sit back and see what
program likes me. I feverishly
check my inbox everyday wait
ing to see if I have anything
beside a mass message from
Mary Lyons. And I realize how
sports are a metaphor for life.

The first pitch of the 2010 To
reros baseball season is set to be
thrown at 2 p.m. tomorrow right
here at Cunningham Stadium.
If the game and the subsequent
series to follow were a sports
movie, the tagline on the poster
would read: "The Road to Omaha
Starts Here."
Despite a fairly disappointing
2009 campaign in which the team
finished fourth in the WCC and
failed to reach the NCAA Tourna
ment, the Toreros enter the season
as a top contender for the confer
ence title.
In fact, according to Assistant
Coach Tyler Kincaid, last year's
disappointment doesn't change a
thing for this team. "The goals for
the team are the same every year.
One, to own the WCC and win
the conference championship, and
two, to get to Omaha and compete
for a national championship,"
Kincaid said.
Driving the team along the
road to Omaha will be head coach
Rich Hill, who is entering his 22nd
season as a manager and his 12th
with USD. He has led the Toreros
to a winning record in all 12 of
those seasons.
Starting pitching will be a key
navigator in reaching the promised
land for this year's team, and they
will be led by their big three start
ers, Kyle Blair, A.J. Griffin and
Sammy Solis. Griffin is sure to be
the number one starter, after fore
going an opportunity to join the
National League Champion Phila
delphia Phillies organization in
order to play out his senior season.
He led the team in wins last season
with eight, and his 3.33 ERA fin
ished second to Blair's 3.13 for the
team lead.
Solis, meanwhile, is coming
off a season in which he took a
medical redshirt. Entering his
sophomore year of eligibility, he
is expected to build on the success
of his freshman year when he was

JAMES MEAD0R/THE VISTA

Steven Chatwood looks to make contact during an intrasquad game last weekend.

named to the All-WCC freshman
team.
The Toreros also bring a
daunting lineup along the way, led
by 2009 WCC Player of the Year
James Meador. Meador compiled
an impressive .376 batting average
while driving in 45 runs to earn
this distinction. He is joined by a
talented infield that has shown tre
mendous ability to find a way onto
the base paths. Junior shortstop
Zach Walters was the team leader
in batting average last season when
he hit .377. He also had a .410
on-base percentage, drove in 24
runs, and scored 35 runs en route
to being named to first team AllWCC. His partner up the middle
is senior second-baseman Chris
Engell, whose .358 average was
third on the team behind Walters
and Meador.
A big key to the 2010 season
will be the return of third-baseman
Victor Sanchez, who suffered
through an injury-shortened 2009

season. In 2008, his 12 home
runs led the team, and last season
he still managed five home runs
and drove in 23 runs in only 28
games.
Despite the injury, Sanchez
still enters the season as one of the
top draft prospects in the country.
Don't think these lofty expecta
tions will cause him to lose sight
of the task at hand, however.
"I'm just trying to stay healthy
and focus on the present and not
get ahead of myself," Meador said.
"As a team we just try to take it
day by day. It's a long season and
so many things can happen."
While the long season could
lead to problems down the road for
an inexperienced team, Assistant
Coach Jay Johnson assures that
his guys are up for the challenge.
"We really like our team. We have
a lot of experience and guys that
know what it takes to compete and
perform at a high level," Johnson
said. "We have the chance to be

solid in all phases and have great
team chemistry."
The Toreros are ranked 19th
in Baseball America's preseason
polls, and they have a favorable
schedule, which makes them a
favorite to recapture the WCC
crown. The team only leaves the
state of California three times
during the season: once to play
Coastal Carolina, once to play
Arizona State, and once for a
northwest swing in which they
take on Portland, Oregon State,
and Oregon in three consecutive
series. Meanwhile, they will play
host to perennial contenders such
as Rice, as well as San Diego State
and Cal State Fullerton.
The expectations are high, as
they always tend to be for Rich
Hill's teams. But with players re
turning at full health, along with a
solid core of experienced leaders
joining them on the field, it is sure
to be an exciting ride along the
road to Omaha.

Softball has best opening weekend in 16 years
ZACK WALTERS
STAFF WRITER

The 2010 softball team
jump-started their season in the
right direction by starting off
with three great victories over
opposing Boise State and UC
Riverside. The softball team went
undefeated on Saturday and split
a pair of games on Sunday.
Melissa McElvain helped
guide her team to a 6-5 victory
over Boise State and a 7-4 vic
tory over UC Riverside this past
Saturday. The lady Toreros were
able to swipe the first game from
Boise State 4-3, but were beat by
the UC Riverside Highlanders
later in the afternoon 6-1.
"It was exciting," senior
pitcher Jennifer Ellenbeck said.
"Every beginning to a new
season is a new chance and a new
opportunity for everyone. I think
it was a great weekend for us as
a team. We have a solid team and
that's why it is important for us
to narrow our focus to each game
and each pitch at a time to make
sure we don't get ahead of our
selves."
When asked what separated
the Toreros from the opponent
this weekend Ellenbeck quickly
replied, "We have all started from

a good place. Coach [McElvain]
has instilled it in us that this is a
family and we are all sisters who
would do anything for anyone
on this team. We have great girls
with good talent and all we need
to think about is going out there
and doing what we do best to
gether."
With the USD softball team
starting out with a 3-1 record El
lenbeck and the lady Toreros look
forward to what is ahead of them
in the near future.
"It was great to see everyone
getting along so well and be out
there in full uniform with the
ball in my hand," Ellenbeck said.
"The way we have disciplined
ourselves is beginning to show,
and now it's about maintaining
momentum and building every
week and every day."
The team looks to square
off against Brigham Young
University on Friday to start the
Louisville Slugger Desert Clas
sic. Other teams looking to knock
off the Toreros in the tournament
include Hawaii, University of
Nevada Las Vegas, Boise State
and Oregon.
Make sure to catch up with
the lady Toreros softball team as
they look to keep up with their
winning ways.

KYMIN DKLININMIN/ MT VISIH

Senior Jennifer Ellenbeck helped the Toreros to a stellar opening
weeekend. The lady Toreros are back in action tomorrow against
Brigham Young University.
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American culture: What I have learned
ROBERTO MAFRA
STAFF WRITFR

There are many cultural dif
ferences between Brazil and the
United States, some of which I
was not familiar with when I first
arrived here. I knew simple things,
like food and clothing styles,
would be different, but I was
lucky to have teammates that were
able to teach me the customs of
America and, in return, I was able
to teach them about Brazil. This
carried over to my time at USD. I
have learned a lot from my team
mates and hope they have learned
a few things from me as well.
One of the most obvious
things 1 have taught my team
mates is how to say some words

and phrases in Portuguese. Simple
phrases like, "Hi, how are you?"
which in Portuguese is said, "Oi,
tudo bem?" Something else that
is very different in these two cul
tures is how to greet one another.
In Brazil we kiss on each cheek,
but in America people wave, say
hi or sometimes hug; I think this is
one example of the individualism
present in American culture.
Another concept I have dis
cussed is the differences in basket
ball. The major sport in Brazil is
soccer, so basketball is not valued
at the level it is in America. That's
one major reason why I wanted
to play basketball here, because
I knew I would be able to play a
sport that is highly valued.
I have taught my teammates
about Samba, which is a type of
music and dance that is very well-

known in Brazil; songs like Samba
de Arere are popular. One movie
that depicts the favela, or slum, in
Rio de Janeiro is "City of God,"
which my teammates seem to like.
I also explained what Carnival is,
and the importance of it to Brazil
ian culture. Carnival is the largest
party in the planet and takes place
in February. Basically it is a party
celebrating Brazilian culture and
takes place in the streets of the
cities.
My teammates have also had
an impact in teaching me things
about America. I am constantly
learning new words and phrases
in English. One movie I remem
ber them recommending to me
was "American Gangster," which
I ended up watching and really
enjoyed.
Like I said before, Samba is a

very popular type of music listened
to in Brazil and we do not listen
to hip hop very much. Therefore,
my teammates had a big impact in
influencing me to listen to other
kinds of music here. Artists like
Lil Wayne, Jay-Z and T.I. are not
very popular in Brazil, and listen
ing to them here has helped me
to learn more about American
culture.
So far my time in America has
allowed me to broaden my cultural
experiences. I have learned a lot of
new things and continue to do so
every day. I feel I have been very
lucky to have teammates who are
willing to teach me new things and
also learn things about my culture.
I have enjoyed my time in Amer
ica playing basketball, getting an
education and learning about the
culture here.

House of baseball and life of the laymen
MIKE FERRARO
STAFF WRITFR

Being a baseball player en
compasses all aspects of college
life, from the way we eat, dress
and work, to our living situa
tions. All the baseball guys live
with teammates either on or off
campus. However, the daily rou
tines of an athlete do very much
so differ from that of a non-ath
lete, or as the team has come to
refer to them, a "layman."
While the typical student
at USD woke up last Sunday at
around noon, had breakfast for
lunch and happily tuned in to
watch the Super Bowl, we were
on the field at 9 a.m., pulling the
rain tarp off and getting ready for
practice, followed by a 10 inning
intersquad.
There is no resentment or
bitter tone meant by any of this
information, but rather just a
glimpse inside the life of a USD
baseball player.

Since most of our days are so
long with class in the mornings
followed by four to five hours
of practice, our houses often get
the short end of the stick on the
hygienic side of things. I am not
saying that we all live in pigsties,
and by all means if you meet a
nice ball player and get invited
over, do accept, for they are great
guys.
Yet, if you were to walk
into one of our houses midweek,
don't be surprised to see a pile
of baseball pants, jock straps
and jerseys caked with grass and
dirt stains. There might also be a
certain pile of dishes in the sink
that only seem to grow until we
muster up the courage to clear
them out.
We have only one day a
week for ourselves. Mondays
are our days in the life of a USD
laymen where we too can wake
up and actually wear normal un
derwear to class instead of our
sliders and baseball socks under
sweatpants. It is our day to sit

through class, awake, and follow
it with the hard decision where
we should go to lunch. Once
Tuesday hits, its back to work and
we keep our goals set on having a
successful season, and ultimately
that trip to Omaha, Neb. for the
College World Series.
My personal living situation
is very solid this year. While I
could not have gone wrong with
who I ended up living with, I'm
happy to say the two teammates I
landed with are great guys.
Anthony Strazzara, a junior
infielder from -Scottsdale, Ariz.,
can most likely be seen around
campus late at night in the hall
ways posing as a janitor and
solving impossible mathematical
equations proposed by advanced
engineering professors.
All Good Will Hunting ref
erences aside, Strazz is a very
intelligent guy and an even better
baseball player. Watch out though,
ladies, he's taken by the beautiful
and elegant Kristie Bergman.
My other roommate, Sammy

Solis, is a junior pitcher from
Phoenix, Ariz.. You might see all
six foot six inches of him walking
around campus with a huge smile
on his face at all times. While he
may look like and be the most
genuine person off the field, his
rubber arm turns him into the nas
tiest dude on the mound. Others
might see him as just another
guy, but watching him pitch is a
sight to see.
Every scouting director from
every MLB team has Sammy
high on their radar and, come
the June draft, that lovable, six
and a half foot teddy bear most
definitely will turn superstar over
night. Me and Strazz? We're just
along for the ride. Talk about
living vicariously.
All kidding aside, the two
guys I live with, the 35 guys I call
teammates, and the five coaches
are a one of a kind group and 1
couldn't ask for better people to
surround myself with and take
the field every day. I hope we
end up in Omaha together.

Lady Toreros shot down by Pilots, bit by Bulldogs
After two big conference road wins last week, Toreros stumble at home
JOEY SHOEN &
MARTHA GRABAREK

STAFF WRITERS

Coming off of a big twogame sweep of the Bay Area
road trip that placed them at 6-3
in league, the USD women's
basketball team had a lot to look
forward to this past weekend with
Portland and Gonzaga coming to
town, but by Saturday night, they
had a lot to regret.
"I thought we played with
heart the whole game, but we just
couldn't get the win in the end,"
senior Sara Vanderhorst said.
"There wasn't much we could do.
There are always things that you
wish could have gone differently
but that's just the way the game
is."
USD failed to capitalize on
its huge opportunity to make a
push at one of the top two seeds
in the WCC tournament next
month by falling to Portland
74-68 last Thursday and to firstplace Gonzaga 75-61 on Saturday
afternoon. The two losses left the

Lady Toreros in sole possession
of fourth place with Portland only
half a game back.
In Thursday night's tilt, USD
weathered the Lady Pilots' fast
start and tied the game up at 28
on a Morgan Woodrow triple
right before halftime. The Lady
Toreros dug themselves another
hole to start the second stanza
but actually found themselves
ahead 54-52 following a pair of
Sam Child free throws with 7:27
remaining.
However, Portland imme
diately responded with a 15-7
run to take control and held off
a late USD scare to pull out the
victory.
Forward Sam Child, in the
midst of an outstanding junior
campaign, led all scorers with
21 points to go along with 7 re
bounds. The starting backcourt
of Dominique Conners and
Morgan Woodrow scored 14 and
12, respectively.
USD didn't have much time
to lick their wounds with 22ndranked Gonzaga (20-4, 10-0)

coming to town on Saturday for
Senior Day.
"Going into the Gonzaga
game we knew we had to put the
loss to Portland behind us," Vanderhost said. "Gonzaga, being the
number one team in conference
and 22nd in the nation, we knew
that we would all have to be men
tally focused and energized for
the game on Saturday."
Conners electrified the crowd
right before the first half buzzer
by dropping a 35-footer right in
front of the Gonzaga bench in
between three lady Bulldog de
fenders.
"That was big," Conners
said. "It went in, and it was like I
won a national championship."
Unfortunately, it only cut
Gonzaga's lead to 14. Other
than Conners' miraculous shot,
Gonzaga spent the game prov
ing to the USD team and the an
nounced crowd of 741 that they
are far and away the best team
in the conference. While USD's
men's team got right to work in
Spokane falling behind 19-0 on

Saturday night, it took the Lady
Toreros just over 16 minutes to
fall behind by that same deficit at
39-20.
Paced by Conners and senior
forward Morgan Henderson, who
each had 17 points, the Lady
Toreros did mount a rally in the
second half. Conners' free throw
cut the deficit to seven at 63-56
with 6:01 remaining, but it would
be as close as USD would get.
USD's Felicia Wijenberg
contributed a double-double with
10 points and 11 rebounds in 27
solid minutes off the bench. Gon
zaga guard Tiffany Shives went
6-10 from three on her way to a
game high 20.
Things don't get any easier
for the Lady Toreros as they
finish out the regular season with
three road games.
The first is this Saturday's
contest against Saint Mary's
Gaels, whose 9-2 conference
record is good enough for second
behind the Gonzaga Bulldogs in
the WCC. The tipoff is set for 2
p.m.

Olympic
gems
"Cool
Runnings" cap
tured our attention as kids, and
rightfully so. It is one of the
best movies ever made about
Jamaican bobsledding and can
also lay claim to bringing more
attention to the Winter Olym
pics for an entire generation. It
was here where our generation
learned of the Winter Olympics
and it is here where we stopped
learning. Our knowledge of
these Games rarely goes beyond
us wondering whether or not
there actually is a Jamaican
bobsled team competing this
year. And that is the beauty of
the games.
There are plenty of reasons
to watch the Winter Olympics.
The men's hockey tournament
offers the best competition in
the world, waiting to see what
crazy thing Bode Miller will
do next, and of course keeping
up with the ongoing Lindsey
Vonn saga offer plenty of in
triguing storylines. However, I
allege, the most satisfying and
entertaining reason to watch
the Winter Olympics is to enjoy
obscure sports that we watch
once every four years and then
to pretend that we are expert
fans. The charm of these games
is to imagine ourselves to be
connoisseurs of curling, aficio
nados of alpine skiing and su
preme authorities of skeleton.
Because neither you nor
your friends actually know
anything about the sport you
are watching, you can flaunt a
sense of indisputable expertise
without anyone questioning
you. The more you judge, yell
and curse at the T.V., the more
your credibility increases. Any
little phrase or idiom you can
glean from the broadcasters can
be turned around and thrown in
your friends' faces. You have
now become the expert because
you can inanely ramble about
something you only pretend to
know about.
Lamenting over Ole Einar
Bjorndalen's four penalties in
the biathlon or debating why
world number one Petter Northug was outdueled by Dario
Cologna to capture the men's
15km freestyle cross-country
gold is the perfect way to show
just how much you know about
these Games. By doing so, you
prove yourself the more cul
tured sporting fan. Of course
you still know nothing about
the sport or any of the athletes,
but that is not the point. It is
sometimes more fun to pretend
to be the expert because then
you can say whatever you want
without actually having to think
about it rationally.
So when you are catching
the Nordic event or doubles
luge race, don't hesitate to
voice your opinion. This is
one of the few times you will
be able to spout drivel without
feeling remorse. I say relish this
opportunity because, hey, you
won't be able to do it again for
another four years.
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Toreros slumping for second straight year
ALBERT SAMAHA
STAFF WRITFR

Confusion grips the mind after a night
of hazy recollections. The details are blurry
and explanations are needed: Why are a
dozen egg yolks on the dining table? Why
are Cameron's pants in the sink? Are these
two perplexities somehow related?
Fortunately, there is always that one guy
who remembers everything and can convey
the story of the night. Most details are pretty
expected: Julio passed out on the couch?
Emmett left his carne asada fries in Dane's
car?.Javie fell through a windshield?
But surprises always emerge from the
haze: David started crying uncontrollably?
Jack went home with that girl?
As the pieces materialize, the picture of
the night grows clearer.
Well, that is exactly what it was like to
follow USD basketball over the weekend.
Untelevized away games are like those
nights of hazy recollections. We know the
score, but explanations are needed: With
Brandon Johnson injured, did the freshmen
carry the load against Portland? Exactly how
disgusting was the trouncing by Gonzaga?
Were Bill Grier's loafers able to withstand
the immense stomping he must have done
during the weekend road trip?
Fortunately, the box score answers most
of these queries and can convey the story of
the games. Just like the nights of hazy rec
ollections, most details are pretty expected:
the Toreros shot an atrocious 3 for 10 from
the free throw line against Portland? USD's
offense was only effective against Gonzaga
when the aching Johnson was on the court?
The Zags' lead was never less than 12 in the
second half?
Of course surprises emerged: Patrick
McColIum had 11 of the team's 17 assists
and Chris Manresa had 11 of the team's
20 rebounds against Portland? Gonzaga
jumped out to a 19-0 lead?

The struggles of the Toreros have
become woefully expected. All year the
team has struggled to start and finish halves.
And too often offensive droughts have al
lowed USD opponents to go on extended
runs.
The Toreros (9-18, 2-9) have lost nine
of their last 10 games and now sit in sole
possession of last place in the WCC stand
ings.
But despite the poor play and trou
bling injuries, the players' effort has yet
to dwindle. In the 56-70 loss to Portland,
USD kept the game close for 20 minutes,
before getting overpowered by the bigger
and deeper Pilots. Two freshmen, Manresa
and guard Cameron Miles, started and two
other freshmen, McCoilum and wing Ken
Rancifer, played extensively.
McCollum's 11 assists are especially
impressive considering the team made only
22 total shots. The young guard has shown
flashes of excellence throughout the season,
knifing through the lane at will and creat
ing rare easy baskets. He sees the court like
no other Torero in recent memory. He sees
plays, angles and openings that no one else
sees. Of course this leads to a few turnovers,
freshman mistakes to be sure. But his jawdropping passes and ankle-breaking cuts

absolve him for now.
Chris Manresa's development has been
the brightest star in this dark season of
disappointment. The big man from Orange
County has proven to be a phenomenal rebounder, with great hands and strong boxouts. In the Portland game, no other Torero
had more than two rebounds. Great rebound
ing is generally more innate than cultivated,
more instincts than tangible skills. Manresa
possesses these instincts.
Manresa, Miles and McCoilum all
started the Gonzaga game. However, Ken
Rancifer, coming off the bench, was the
only player other than Johnson to score in
double figures.
In just 18 minutes Rancifer had an
impressive 13 points, a career high. Even
though Grier has kept the reins on Rancifer,
the super-athlete from Oakland has shown
glimmers of brilliance: tomahawk jam,
blocked shot, ferocious press, sky-high
board. So while the team has lost, the Baby
Bullfighters have progressed.
After the dreadfully slow start against
Gonzaga, Grier brought Johnson, still a bit
gimpy with a strained groin, into the game
and the team immediately began to make
a push toward respectability, eventually
losing 65-82. With his 21 points Johnson
became USD's all-time leading scorer,
passing Gyno Pomare.

The view from the bottom is harsh and
humiliating. Bright lights at the top of the
standings shine down and blind the hope of
those at the bottom. But blind hope is hope
nonetheless. The once promising season has
plunged into an abyss of repulsive losses
and wretched injuries. The fight song has
been drowned out by a cacophony of fruit
less wails and communal sighs of exaspera
tion.
The Toreros are the weak gazelle limp
ing at the tail of the herd. The powerful
Gaels of Saint Mary's are the stalking lion,
hungry for conquest after a pair of madden
ing road losses to Gonzaga and Portland.
Saint Mary's comes into the Slim Gym
tonight in a desperate battle for the number
two seed in the conference.
They are led by the mighty Omar
Samhan, who may look like Private Pyle
from "Full Metal Jacket," but is also
the most dominating force in the WCC.
Samhan, who leads the conference in points
and rebounds, poses a difficult match-up for
the undersized Toreros.
Solid defensive rotation will be es
sential as the team will most likely have to
double team Samhan, leaving USD suscep
tible to the three-pointer.
Saint Mary's floor general is Mickey
McConnell, whose name sounds more like
that of a I920's boxer or a detective in bad
buddy cop film.
McConnell leads the Gaels in threepointers made yet still shoots an astound
ing 51.4 percent from beyond the arc. The
Toreros' success will begin with containing
the potent inside-outside combo of Samhan
and McConnell.
The Saint Mary's game will be on
ESPN2 so it is imperative that Torero Nation
review the Fandom Manifesto on theusdvista.com. The game tips-off at 8 p.m.
Prepare the pillow cases and soap bars,
the Toreros need all the help they can get.

OIJll TOP 5 MVP CANDIDATES
Ryan
1. LeBron James
2. Kevin Durant
3. Kobe Bryant
4. Carmelo Anthony
5. P.J. Mbenga

Morgan
t. LeBron James
2. Pwayne Wade
3. Carmelo Anthony
4. Kevin Durant
5. Earl Swish III

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Roberto Mafra has been one of the few bright spots at the center position this year
for the Toreros. Mafra will have has hands filled tonight against St. Mary's big man
Omar Samhan.
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Sports Co-Editors

HOT

NOT

John Wall

Dear John

Charming Frye

Channing Tatum

Marcus Camby

Steve Blake

Trade deadline

Vista deadlines

Roberto Mafra

Roberto's

All-Star Sunday

All-Star Saturday

Larry Bird

Paul Pierce

USD Radio

Cuba Gooding Jr.

Fat Tuesday

Wednesday morning

Centsports.com

Losing parlays

Mack Brown

Shannon Brown

Five dollar footlong

Five buck box

Rosenblatt Stadium

TD Ameritrade Stadium

Janikowski's leg

Janikowski's belly

D-Wade

Dwayne Wayne

